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The "cotton fur" (CF) condition in mink has been shown through

investigations at Oregon State University to have three basic causes,

viz.: 1) Feeding diets of fish comprising certain species of the cod

family, including: Pacific hake, Atlantic whiting and Alaskan pollock;

2) Inclusion of rancid fats in the diet; and 3) Genetic susceptibility of

particular strains. This thesis investigates further the cause of CF as

it relates to the third factor. Experiments were conducted in two
. 59areas and involved, first, a study of iron absorption using Fe as a

tracer in an attempt to determine if genetically susceptible, CF mink

are able to absorb adequate dietary iron in a normal manner, and

secondly, a study of the iron transport system by electrophoretic

separation of the iron carrying proteins (transferring) to determine

whether the CF mink differs from normal animals.

Iron balance trials conducted at the Oregon State University



Radiation Center were designed to investigate possible differences in

gastro-intestinal absorption of ferrous iron between mink with an in-

herent proclivity to CF and normal animals. General methods for

these trials followed those used by Bailey (1967). After a single dose

of
59 ferrous sulfate was administered via stomach tube, total urine

and fecal samples were collected for a period of seven days. Each

sample was weighed, subsampled when necessary and counted to a

standard error of one percent with an auto-gamma, deep-well, solid

scintillation counter. Three milliliter blood samples were withdrawn

from the unanesthetized mink by cardiac puncture periodically after

isotope administration and mixed with an anticoagulant. Radioactivity

of the whole blood was measured by counting a weighed one milliliter

sample. From the remaining whole blood the hematocrit level was

determined and the plasma thus separated, was weighed and radio-

activity measured. Radioactivity of erythrocytes was calculated from

these data.

Technical problems encountered in the first two iron absorption

trials indicated that presence of food in the gastro-intestinal tract

prior to stomach tubing increased absorption possibly by acting to slow

passage of the administered isotope. The presence of thiaminase in

the fish component of the diet complicated the second trial and injec-

tions of thiamine were administered for the final trial. Although ab-

sorption was minimal it was concluded that under the conditions of

these experiments the anemic CF mink absorbs iron equally as well as



its normal counterparts. 59 Fe absorption followed the pattern expect-

ed of normal animals.

To establish more definite conclusions about the absorption and

metabolism of iron by the CF as compared to the normal mink would

require subsequent trials.

It was theorized that polymorphism of blood serum transferrins

could conceivably account for the iron deficiency anemia observed in

CF animals; therefore, the second phase of investigation of this ab-

normality involved electrophoretic study of these proteins. The disc

electrophoresis apparatus and procedures used were patterned from

those suggested by Davis (1964) for determining serum types in

humans. A polyacrylamide-gel column, formed in a glass tube was

composed of three layers: i.e. (1) a large-pore gel containing the

serum sample in which electrophoretic concentration of the sample

proteins was initiated; (2) a large-pore (spacer) gel in which electro-

phoretic concentration of the sample proteins was completed; and (3)

a small-pore gel in which electrophoretic separation took place.

Blood samples were collected by cardiac puncture as before and cen-

trifuged to separate the serum. Three micro-liters of serum were

placed in each column of the disc electrophoresis apparatus. A com-

plete serum sample and a sample containing only the transferrin pro-

tein fraction prepared by following a precipitation technique described

by Sutton and Karp (1965) were analyzed for anemic animals of the



CF strain; normal mink of the Cr strain; and normal individuals from

an unrelated strain. Proteins of the complete serum were stained

with amido scl-n,va.rz dye and compared visually with the corresponding

precipitated serum sample from the same animal.

Visual examination of complete, mink serum proteins revealed

as many as 10 to 14 dark staining bands of varying thickness and

intensities. The transferrins of the precipitated, serum, g sample

appeared as two, closely aligned bands usually corresponding to a

single, heavy, dark band in the complete serum sample. Heavy con-

centration of protein in some cases apparently obscured the two bands.

Polymorphism of serum transferrins in mink was not revealed in this

study. Visual examination of gel samples indicated that the iron-

transport proteins of CF mink were like those of the normal animal

under the conditions imposed. Results did not conclusively indicate

that such variants of protein do not exist, but it was concluded that

any effect would be slight and would probably not be responsible for

the CF condition in mink.
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IRON ABSORPTION AND TRANSt)ORT MECHANISMS
AS RELATED TO GENETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY

TO COTTON FUR IN MINK

IN TR ODU C TION

An important problem in the development of the mink ranching

industry has been a condition known as the "cotton fur" (CF) abnor-

mality. This malady is characterized by lack of pigment in the under-

fur of standard dark and other darkly pigmented mink and is part of a

syndrome including hypochromic, microcytic anemia and sub-standard

growth, and is the direct result of a deficiency of iron in the animal.

During the course of investigation of this condition at Oregon

State University and elsewhere, three basic causes as follow have be-

come apparent: 1) Feeding mink on diets containing certain species

of fish; namely, those of the cod family, including: Pacific hake

(Merluccius productus), Atlantic whiting (M. bilinearis), and Alaskan

pollock (Theragra chalcogrammus); 2) Inclusion of rancid fata in the

mink diet (CF associated with steatitis); and 3) Genetic susceptibility

of a particular mink strain. (Iron deficiency symptoms have been

consistently observed at the Oregon Agricultural Experiment Station

Experimental Fur Farm in offspring produced by one female even

through they were fed a ration known not to be causative of CF. )

Domestic production of mink on a large scale is a relatively new

industry in the United States. Approximately 35 00 mink ranchers now
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produce over six million pelts annually representing an income in ex-

cess of $100 million (National Board of Fur Farm Organization, 1969).

Potentially this disease syndrome could be deleterious to the mink in-

dustry; however, the condition does not, today, constitute a major

problem as its primary causes have for the most part been recognized

and resolved.

The incidence of CF as induced by feeding causative fish species

has been shown to be directly proportional to the amount of these

species included in the diet; in the case of Pacific hake 60-70 percent

of animals are affected on rations containing 50 percent of hake. In

every case cooking these fish species has been shown to eliminate the

condition. Inclusion of oxidized lipids in diets fed to mink has also

been shown to be causative of CF although the incidence of affected

animals is low. Exclusion of rancid fats or addition of antioxidants to

the diet prevents occurrence of CF from this cause.

On the other hand, mink genetically susceptible to CF still

exist; consequently, this fur abnormality continues to be a minor

problem. Elimination could probably be effected by artificial and

natural selection pressures. This thesis is concerned with CF as it

relates to a genetic susceptibility to iron deficiency.

The fact that many metabolic disorders have a genetic origin is

well known. Such conditions vary from lethal mutations and lesser

physiological disorders to differences in ability to convert feedstuffs
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into meat, milk, eggs, and other things for which man keeps animals

under domestication (Hutt, 1958).

In higher animals genetic defects of metabolism may be con-

cerned with blocks whereby the transformation of complex proteins,

fats and carbohydrates to the simple forms in which their constituents

are utilized is stopped at some critical point; also, there are other

mutations that cause genetic variations in the amounts of certain

essential nutrients required for normal function (Hutt, 1958).

It has been shown that there are genetic differences in the ability

to utilize dietary iron in many species. As examples, studies have

indicated an iron deficiency anemia in rats due to a recessive, lethal

gene (Bogart, Smith and Kimball, 1937). A sex-linked, hypochromic

anemia of mice has also been reported which is severe in young mice

and presumably results from an incompletely understood defect in

iron metabolism (Bannerman and Cooper, 1966). Such genetic

anomalies serve to point out that hereditary variations in nutrient

utilization do exist and it was with this in mind that this study was

undertaken.

This thesis concerns two phases of investigation of the CF

abnormality: first a study of iron balance using 59 Fe as a tracer in

an attempt to determine if the genetically susceptible CF mink is able

to absorb dietary iron adequately, and secondly, a study of the iron

transport system by electrophoretic separation of the iron-carrying
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proteins, transferrins, to determine whether the CF mink is similar

to the normal animal.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

Cotton Fur

Cotton fur (CF), a syndrome of iron deficiency in the mink, has

been researched extensively, both by workers in Norway (Helgebostad

and Ender, 1951a, b; 1958; 1959; Helgebostad and Martinsons,

1958) and in the United States (Stout, Oldfield and Adair, 1960;

Hummon and Bushnell, 1943; Kennedy, 1947; Bailey, 1967). The

condition was first described in the literature by Bertman in 1924,

who noted that the underfur was without pigment. Later research

(Kennedy, 1947; Helgebostad, Martinsons and Enders, 1958; Stout,

Oldfield and Adair, 1960) revealed that animal growth and blood

formation were also involved.

Description

The lack of pigment in the underfur is the most striking symp-

tom of this condition. CF may be found in any of the first three hair

coats of the mink; i.e. in the first juvenile fur appearing after birth,

in the summer pelage and in the dense winter fur. The latter case is

where significant economic loss is incurred (Stout, Personal com-

munication, 1967).

The external appearance of cotton mink, aside from the charac

terizing, light-colored underfur, varies with individuals, but usually
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mink so affected are small and emaciated and possess a roughened

fur coat; some cotton mink, however, appear in a healthy condition

(Stout, 1960). Mature, CF males fed diets containing Pacific hake

weigh on an average 60 percent as much as normal males fed an

adequate control ration. Female, CF mink average 86 percent of the

weight of normal females (Stout, 1960). The skinned carcass of an

animal succumbing to the CF syndrome is generally characterized by

an almost entire absence of subcutaneous and internal fat deposits

(Stout, 1960).

It was shown during early research on CF at the Oregon Station

that affected mink are almost invariably anemic (Stout, 1960). Studies

have shown various blood values for CF mink to be consistently lower

than those of normal individuals. Hematocrit values of CF mink

averaged 62.4 percent of those for normal animals; erythrocyte num-

ber, 94.4 percent, and hemoglobin levels 57.8 percent (Stout, 1960).

These values indicate that CF mink have markedly reduced hemoglobin

and packed cell volume and slightly reduced numbers of erythrocytes

indicating that the amount of hemoglobin within the individual cell is

quite low for CF in relation to normal mink. These conditions are

characteristic of a microcytic, hypochromic anemia (Bothwell and

Finch, 1962).
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Causes

Much speculation occurred as to the primary cause of CF by

early workers in the field. Seton (1929) described CF as an obscure

disease produced by an unknown cause. Kennedy (1947) described CF

as the result of a nutritional deficiency and noted that a hypochromic,

microcytic anemia was present with hemoglobin values 40 percent be-

low normal in the CF animal. Other workers thought CF to be a

hereditary problem and attempted to produce cotton mink kits by

mating CF adults with little success (Hummon and Bushnell, 1943).

The Norwegian workers observed initially that diets high in

marine fats produced CF and speculated that this was causing a de-

ficiency of B-vitamins (Helgebostad and Ender, 1951a, b; Helgebostad

and Martinsons, 1958). Work in the U.S. coincided with this study

(Adair, 1955; Stout, Oldfield and Adair, 1960) and it was eventually

established in both countries that CF was the result of a deficiency of

iron (Helgebostad and Martinsons, 1958; Stout, Oldfield and Adair,

1960a, b).

Once the underlying cause of CF was established, attention was

directed to the predisposing conditions responsible for the observed

iron deficiency. Both genetic and nutritional conditions have been

investigated and thus far two major nutritional causes for this condi-

tion have been identified:
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(1) Inclusion of certain species of fish in the mink ration which

have the property of inhibiting normal utilization of dietary

iron (Helgebostad and Ender, 1951a, b; Stout, Oldfield and

Adair, 1960a, b) .

(2) Inclusion of rancid fats in the mink ration in conjunction

with producing yellow fat disease also promotes symptoms

of cotton fur (Helgebostad and Ender, 1951a, b; Stout,

Oldfield and Adair, 1963).

Causative Fish

Early investigation as to the cause of CF was undertaken in

Norway where workers noted that young silver foxes, placed on diets

high in marine fishes or fish products, developed fur lacking in pig-

ment, whereas those fed raw meat exclusively showed normal fur

(Helgebostad and Ender, 1951). From these observation these work-

ers postulated a deficiency associated with fish diets. Later experi-

ments with mink s ho w e d CF occurred when these animals were fed

diets primarily composed of "coal fish" (Gadus virens). Subsequent

work revealed that a suspected deficiency of B-vitamins was not the

primary cause of CF and that an inhibiting factor contained in the fish

(Gadus virens) itself was responsible for an induced iron deficiency

(Helgebostad and Martinsons, 1958). They reported that 16 milli-

grams of organic iron, injected weekly, would prevent the anemia
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which accompanied CF. Oral doses of 40 milligrams of iron daily

were also reported to give some relief.

In the United States, CF mink seemed to be associated with the

feeding of whiting (Merluccius bilinearis) (Stephenson, 1954), and in

Oregon especially, when large amounts of Pacific hake (M. productus)

were used as a mink feed source (Adair, 1955). Attempts by U. S.

workers to confirm the Norwegian hypothesis that a deficiency of B

vitamins was the primary cause of CF did not substantiate this (Stout,

Oldfield and Adair, 1960a). These workers reported that the inci-

dence of CF in mink was directly related to the proportions of hake in

the diet. The greater the amount of fish the greater the incidence of

CF. A ration containing 20 percent of causative fish resulted in 10 to

15 percent incidence and a ration containing 50 percent of hake or

whiting produced an incidence of up to 70 percent. These workers

further demonstrated that evisceration of the causative fish prior to

feeding eliminated CF incidence in the case of the whiting and lowered

it in the case of hake. It was established in this same study that

thorough cooking of hake prior to mixing in the diet led to complete

absence of CF development. Consequently, it was speculated that

raw hake contained a heat-labile antimetabolite which caused dietary

iron to be physiologically unavailable to the mink. It was shown,

however, that intramuscular injection of an organic iron preparation

restored hemoglobin and hematocrit levels to normal in CF mink.
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More recent work by Bailey (1967) using 59Fe in balance trials

with and without raw hake has shown that this antagonistic factor

present in raw hake specifically interferes with the utilization of iron

in the ferric state. His research indicated that form of iron,

presence of other feedstuffs, and length of incubation of added iron

influenced the mink's utilization of iron in the presence or absence

of raw hake. 59Fe activity of blood components indicated that in

every case where iron utilization was impaired by the presence of

raw hake, interference was due to faulty absorption.

Fat Rancidity

A second, nutritional cause of CF is associated with the feeding

of rations containing rancid fats to mink.

Helgebostad and Ender noted that the CF condition appeared to

be intensified by the presence of large amounts of marine fats in the

feed, which led them to postulate that fat peroxides acted in vivo to

destroy certain B-vitamins necessary for normal pigmentation

(Helgebostad and Ender, 1951).

Conversely, two experiments at Oregon State University, one

in 1956 and one in 1957, established that peroxides formed from

animal or marine fats during natural rancidification or those induced

by ionizing radiation did not appear to be the primary cause per se,

of the CF condition (Stout, 1960). In 1956, 16 dark standard mink
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were fed a basal diet modified by adding five percent of rancid sardine

oil and 16 additional mink received the basal diet with rancid horse-

meat substituted for fresh horsemeat. No CF mink occurred in either

treatment but the fur produced had a brownish cast. In 1957, 30 mink

were fed a basal diet with five percent of herring oil. Thirty addition-

al mink were fed the basal diet similarly supplemented with irradiated

herring oil, Again, no CF mink resulted in either case, but the fur

showed a brownish discoloration.

Subsequent research by these same workers, however, showed

that a low percentage of mink exhibiting various degrees of CF re-

sulted when they were fed rations containing rancid, menhaden oil

without added antioxidants (Stout, Oldfield and Adair, 1963). The

incidence of CF was slightly increased in groups supplemented with

either oral or parenteral iron. Blood measurements showed presence

of a low-grade, normocytic, normochromic anemia. Tissue concen-

trations of several fat-rancidity products were greatly increased due

to the addition of iron. It was hypothesized that iron generally and

especially that injected into the animal was acting to further catalyze

the rancidity of the already partly-rancid, marine oil. Although data

collected was not indicative, it was postulated that the anemia and CF

noted could possibly result from an iron deficiency imposed through

increased destruction of circulating red blood cells and that iron

administration without an accompanying antioxidant only served to
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worsen the situation.

Work at the Alaska Fur Station has been directed toward devel-

opment of mink diets based on readily available fish and fish cannery

waste (Leek ley, Cabella.ndKinney, 1966). Cotton pelts have been a

frequent problem in animals produced on fish diets, especially those

containing high percentages of fats, at this station and it has been

shown that addition of ferrous fumarate to the diet prevented the

appearance of CF.

Genetic Susceptibility

A third cause of CF involves genetic susceptibility of certain

mink strains to iron deficiency symptoms. This genetic tendency of

mink to exhibit CF appears to be of two types; one which occurs on a

CF-causative ration, and one which appears on a non CF-causative

diet.

Hummon and Bushnell (1943) hypothesized a genetic relationship

to CF and reported studies in which they attempted to produce CF

mink by inter-mating CF adults. No kits were produced that exhibited

CF; however, it was pointed out later by others (Stout, Oldfield and

Adair, 1960a, b) that they fed a non-causative diet.

Stout, Oldfield and Adair (1960a) demonstrated that there was a

genetic tendency toward higher or lower incidence of CF and anemia

when diets containing Pacific hake were fed. They noted that all
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mink fed a CF-inducing ration did not develop the condition; similar-

ly, their growth was considerably better than those that did develop

the malady. Selection of experimental animals in 1958 from litters

chosen at random resulted in a 63 percent CF incidence when they

were fed a causative ration; selection of approximately one third of

the kits from female mink previously showing CF increased the inci-

dence to 83 percent in 1959; thus, inferring that there are mink

genetically resistant to the CF-causative effects of hake in addition to

susceptible individuals (Stout, 1960).

Conversely, a second type of genetic susceptibility to CF be-

came apparent when iron deficiency symptoms, typical of those

previously described, were observed in the offspring of several

litters produced by one female, even though they were fed a standard

ration known to be adequate in all respects for mink in general (Stout,

1960). It was noticed for two years (Stout, Oldfield and Adair, 1963)

that this female produced litters which showed grey under-fur with

the appearance of the first hair coat after birth. Later some of these

animals developed CF in the winter fur when they received rations

known to support normal fur pigmentation. In addition, they were

anemic and their hemoglobin levels were raised by iron injections.

This strain was perpetuated by inbreeding to concentrate this genetic

tendency towards iron deficiency. Some animals had to be supplied

parenterally with iron as the condition was lethal in certain individuals
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unless iron was supplemented during the phase of rapid growth (Stout,

Oldfield and Adair, 1963).

Thus, a genetic-nutritional interaction is evident, and it appears

that practical elimination of the CF condition must be accomplished by

appropriate selection and/or treatment of feeds, and by selection of

animal strains having no history of the fur abnormality.

Individuals of this strain have been produced each subsequent

year through 1966 and 119 animals in all have been raised with 20

(17 percent) exhibiting symptoms of iron deficiency (Stout, Personal

communication, 1967). A significant drop in occurrence was noticed

in. 1965 and 1966, probably because the majority of matings involved

normal animals and also complete outcrosses were made in an attempt

to restore fertility which had become depressed, presumably due to

close inbreeding. In this strain males and females affected with iron

deficiency average about 3/4 and 2/3 the size of non-affected males

and females respectively. Likewise, hemoglobin and hematocrit

values averaged 31 percent and 27 percent respectively for affected

animals. Iron-deficient individuals were equally divided between

males and females indicating no sex linkage (Stout, unpublished data,

1967).

The data accumulated appeared to fit the simple recessive in-

heritance scheme best, but one normal animal produced by parents

both showing susceptibility was unexplained (Stout, unpublished data,
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1967). It was felt that mating susceptible by susceptible animals held

the key to determining the inheritance pattern, but unfortunately only

one cross of this type had been obtained for several reasons. Mink

are selective and will not mate with certain individuals, and, further,

susceptible animals being anemic, tire easily and the extra exertion

required to catch the female discourages the weak male. In addition,

mortality has been especially high in this strain.

Iron Metabolism

Normal Metabolism

In undertaking the investigation of this thesis topic an under-

standing of iron metabolism in the animal body was essential. This

subject has been extensively reviewed (Moore, 1961; Underwood,

1962; Bothwell and Finch, 1962; Conrad, 1967) and the following is an

attempt to consolidate only the more salient features into a unified

concept of iron metabolism.

Function. Iron, although present in living organisms in only

minute amounts, participates in a number of biologic processes

essential to life. It is the functional constituent of oxygen-carrying

molecules and of oxidizing catalysts or enzymes. As a component of

the respiratory-pigment hemoglobin, iron is essential for the function-

ing of every organ and tissue of the body. It occurs as an
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iron-porphyrin nucleus, known as heme, not only in hemoglobin but

also in proteins that are components of cytochrome C, peroxidase,

catalase, and other enzymes. The functions of the hemoproteins in-

clude the binding of molecular oxygen in hemoglobin, the transfer of

electrons as in the cytochromes, and the cleavage of the peroxide

structure, as in catalase and peroxidase.

Over half of the iron present in the body is in the form of hemo-

globin, while some is present as another protein, myoglobin. Myo-

globin is found chiefly in muscles that show slow, repetitive activity of

considerable force. This pigment is a true hemoglobin and evidence

indicates that it serves as a brief oxygen store in the muscle (Dukes,

1935).

Even though a large proportion of the activity of iron in bio-

chemical systems is carried out while iron is bound to a porphyrin,

there are many other biologically active, iron compounds in which the

iron is bound in some fashion, the mechanisms of which are are still

relatively unknown. Among these is the aconitase reaction in which

an iron- containing enzyme catalyzes the interconversion of citric,

isocitric, and aconitic acids (Gross, 1964). Other research has iden-

tified different iron-requiring enzymes which catalyze the cleavage of

the aromatic ring of phenolic compounds in the presence of oxygen

(Gross, 1964).

Absorption. Gubler (1956) has reviewed factors which influence
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absorption of iron and indicates that form of iron, reducing mechan-

isms present, amount given, acidity of gastric juice, levels of phos-

phate, calcium, and phytic acid influence the amount of iron absorbed.

Inorganic salts of iron are more readily absorbed than iron from food

and ferrous iron is better absorbed than ferric (Wiseman, 1964). The

iron-containing porphyrins of myoglobin and hemoglobin are absorbed

more efficiently than inorganic iron (Conrad, 1967). The quantity of

hemdglobin iron absorbed is unaffected by the addition of ascorbic

acid or iron-binding chelators (Callender, Mal lett and Smith, 1962;

Conrad, 1967).

In order to be absorbed, ingested iron must pass through both

the acid condition of the stomach and the alkaline medium of the

duodenum. Gastric acidity acts to free iron from a protein bound

state and maintain ferric and ferrous iron in solution (Chaborek and

Martell, 1959; Cook, Brown and Volberg, 1964). Reducing agents

such as ascorbic acid reduce ferric iron to the ferrous state which

keeps more iron in solution at the alkaline pH of the intestine (Bailar,

1956; Benjamin, Cortell and Conrad, 1968). Solubility is main-

tained in the duodenum by citrates, amino acids, and sugars which

form unstable complexes in a form thought to be more available for

absorption (Bailar, 1956). Other compounds, oxalates, carbonates,

phosphates and phytates, bind with iron forming precipitates and large

polymers which are poorly absorbed.
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Further, intestinal secretions may change the form of iron,

thereby affecting absorption. For example, bicarbonates secreted

by the pancreas react with iron to form ineffectively absorbable iron

precipitates and macromolecular aggregates (Benjamin, Cortell and

C onr ad, 1 9 6 8 ). Conversely, a "stabilizing factor" is present in

gastric juice which increases iron absorption in certain human

patients (Waxman et al. , 1965). Other workers have described an

additional iron-binding substance in gastric juice which decreases its

absorption (Davis, Luke and Deller, 1966).

Follis (1948) has shown that the rate of passage of food through

the gastrointestinal tract affects absorption; when the contents pass

rapidly, iron is poorly absorbed. In addition, deficiency of copper

has been shown to decrease iron absorption while a deficiency of

pyridoxine increases absorption (Gubler, Cartwright and Wintrobe,

1949).

The amount of iron in the body is determined for the most part

by regulated absorption from the intestinal mucosa and to some degree

by excretion (McCance and Widdowson, 1938). Sufficient iron is ab-

sorbed to compensate for losses, while unneeded amounts are re-

jected. Hahn et al. ,(1943), postulated that regulation of absorption

was accomplished by receptors within the mucosa which blocked uptake

of iron in excess of the body's demands. Nevertheless, absorption of

toxic amounts of the mineral point out that this "mucosal block" can
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be overcome (Conrad, Weintraub and Crosby, 1964).

Data from many investigations suggest that the amount of iron

in the mucosal cells remains in balance with available body iron

stores. If the demands of the body for iron are increased, the intes-

tinal cells are depleted. Conversely, if surplus body stores exist,

additional iron moves into the mucosal cells. As these cells have a

lifespan of two to three days and are shed into the lumen of the gut, it

is thought that this may serve as an effective excretory mechanism

(Hughes et al. , 1958). Accumulated data include much circumstantial

evidence indicating that mucosal iron acts as a regulator of absorption

(Charlton et al. , 1965; Conrad and Crosby, 1962; Conrad, Weintraub

and Crosby, 1964).

Factors which are important stimuli to iron absorption are the

rate of erythropoiesis and tissue iron stores. Following hemorrhage

or in hemolytic disease, the production rate of the red blood cells is

increased. An animal with anemia due to iron deficiency may absorb

25 to 30 percent of a dose of iron rather than 10 to 15 percent (Hawk,

1947).

Transport. After absorption, iron is taken up by the 3 -

globulin, transferrin (siderophilin). In the case of humans one gram

is capable of binding 1.25 mg of ferric iron (Hawk, 1947). Normally

only about 25 percent of the transferrin is occupied by iron, the re-

mainder representing the latent iron-binding capacity of the plasma,
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some 300 to 350 µg per ml for humans. In the case of iron deficiency

less of the transferrin is occupied by iron and the iron-binding capa-

city of the plasma is increased (350 to 450 [ig per 100 ml). The con-

centration of serum iron, that is, of iron bound to transferrin, is

about 100 to 120 µg per ml but the concentration varies widely during

the day (Hawk, 1947).

Transferrin acts as a transport protein conveying iron between

tissues without being metabolized itself. Although the amount of iron

in the plasma at any one time is only 0.1 percent of the iron in the

body it plays a vital role in iron metabolism. Most of this iron is de-

rived from the breakdown of hemoglobin in the reticulo-endothelial

system, smaller amounts coming from tissue stores and from the gut.

Much of the greater part of the iron leaving the plasma is utilized in

the bone marrow for erythropoiesis, the remainder entering the tis-

sues where it is incorporated into the molecules of enzymes (es-

pecially catalase) and of myoglobin or stored as ferritin and hemo-

siderin. A variable store of iron is located in the liver and second-

arily in the spleen, kidneys and red bone marrow in these two latter

forms. Ferritin is an iron-protein complex consisting of a protein,

apoferritin (mol. wt. 460, 000), to which iron may readily be bound.

The ferritin molecules, containing about 20 percent of iron, are found

within cells, usually reticulo-endothelial cells as aggregates visible

with the electron microscope. Hemosiderin is an iron-containing,
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storage complex which differs from ferritin in being insoluble.

Functionally, the two forms are considered equal (White, Chandler

and Smith, 1964).

Balance. The quantity of iron within the body is maintained at

constant levels throughout adult life to prevent development of either

iron deficiency or overload. This equilibrium is achieved by main-

taining a delicate balance between iron absorption and excretion

through efficient conservation, reutilization and rigid absorptive con-

trol. The amount of endogenous iron metabolized daily far exceeds

the daily absorptive levels and thus iron must be continuously redis-

tributed throughout the body. Such iron may enter any one of several

metabolic circuits, of which the cycle from plasma to erythroid mar-

row to red cell and back to the plasma is quantitatively the most im-

portant. A similar cycle from plasma to the storage compounds,

ferritin and hemosiderin, also occurs continuously and the incorpora-

tion of iron from the plasma into myoglobin, catalase, and other

iron-containing enzymes constitutes a further series of metabolic

circuits of which virtually nothing is known (Bothwell and Finch,

1962). Serum iron provides the link between these cycles and facili-

tates ready exchange among them.

Excretion. It is estimated that one third of the daily iron loss

in the human occurs in the feces and the remainder fr1om the skin

(Dubach, Moore and Callender, 1955; Weintraub et al., 1965). Most
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of the body's cells contain iron in proportion to the quantity of iron in

the body stores. Therefore, a selective loss of body iron is pro-

vided by a daily loss of cells from the skin and gut, and secretions

such as bile and sweat (Dubach, Moore and Callender, 1955). Most

of the fecal iron represents unabsorbed, dietary iron; little iron is

excreted in the urine unless abnormally high plasma-iron values

exist (Wintrobe, 1947). Iron recently taken into the body is lost in

greater quantities via feces than iron which has been stored in the

system (Finch, 1959; Weintraub et al., 1965).

Abnormal Iron Metabolism

If iron is abnormally metabolized by the animal, either iron

deficiency or iron overload can result. Iron overload is referred to

generally as siderosis or more specifically in man as hemochromato-

sis. Such an increase in the iron content of the body may be due

either to excessive absorption of iron from the gut or to parenteral

administration of iron.

Oral-iron overload leads to increased deposits in parenchymal

cells, especially in the liver (resulting in cirrhosis in man). In later

stages significant amounts are present in many other tissues (Finch

and Finch, 1955). This condition can occur when there is an altera-

tion in the behavior of the intestinal mucosa, which leads to increased

absorption from a normal diet, or when the diet contains large
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amounts of iron (as among the Bantu peoples of Africa and animals

given excessive iron orally). In both instances there is a raised

plasma-iron level and a steady buildup of iron in parenchymal stores

(Bothwell and Finch, 1962).

Parenteral iron overload is classically found in subjects with

refractory anemias. The common denominator of all anemias of this

type is a reduction in effective red cell production. With the onset of

the anemia there is a redistribution of the body's iron content, and

the iron being released from broken-down red cells tends to accumu-

late in the reticulo-endothelial system, resulting in a relative

siderosis (Gillman, Hathorn and Canham, 1959).

A second category of abnormal iron metabolism involves short-

age of this essential nutrient. Iron deficiency occurs when the loss of

iron from the body exceeds the intake and may be due to low intake,

excessive loss, or both. Such iron deficiencies occur especially

during early growth, pregnancy or under the stress of hemorrhage.

The high requirements of rapidly growing animals or pregnant fe-

males place them in a precarious state of iron balance so that a poor

diet can quickly lead to the production of iron deficiency anemia

(Moore, 1957). Where diets are adequate in iron supply, blood loss

is the principal cause of iron deficiency.

As iron deficiency develops there are a number of changes

occurring in the physiological system that are induced by gradual
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depletion,. In the initial phase, body iron stores become progressively

reduced (Hawk, 1947). As long as there is enough storage iron to

supply bone marrow requirements the plasma iron and transferrin

levels remain normal, although the rate of iron absorption rises at

this stage. The second phase of iron deficiency commences when

stores are either exhausted or so depleted that bone marrow needs are

not satisfied. At this stage in humans the plasma iron level has fallen

to 50 i_t.g per 100 ml or the saturation of transferrin to below 15 per-

cent (Hawk, 1947). The impairment in hemoglobin synthesis leads to

the production of red cells with a decreased hemoglobin content. It

is thus apparent that only in the third phase of iron deficiency is

anemia a feature. Initially, this anemia is normocytic and normo-

chromic, but gradually the cells become microcytic and hypochromic.

The severity of the cellular change is a function of both the duration of

iron deficiency and the degree of anemia present.

The final phase of iron deficiency is one in which tissues become

depleted. At this stage the activity of certain functional compounds is

impaired, and this causes alterations in the growth of epithelial struc-

tures. A reduction in the level of cytochrome C in liver and kidney

has been found in depleted animals (Beutler, 1957; Gubler et al.,

1957) even in the absence of anemia.

Thus far, investigation suggests that the degree of tissue iron

changes is dependent on the extent and severity of iron depletion, the
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rate of growth of the different tissues concerned, and the individual

metabolic characterisitics of each tissue (Bothwell and Finch, 1962).

Decreased growth and abnormalities in tissue structure associated

with iron deficiency anemia are thought to have a relationship between

intra-cellular enzyme abnormality and disordered cell function

(Bothwell and Finch, 1962). Examples of such phenomena are the ex-

tremely low growth rates and cotton fur of the iron-deficient mink.

While iron has not been widely recognized as a chromogenic nutrient,

several recent experiments have indicated that it may be necessary

for pigment formation in hair, feathers, and skin (Stout, unpublished

data, 1967).

The occurrence of iron deficiency is a world-wide problem and

is frequently associated with other nutritional disorders. It is the

most frequent cause of anemia and is of economic importance in both

human health and livestock production. In the United States the inci-

dence of this deficiency in humans is estimated to vary from 5 to 10

percent while in other geographic areas having restricted diets such

as India, occurrence may be as high as 50 percent of the population

(Conrad, 1967). In farm animals, the trouble occurs as a practical

problem primarily in the case of pigs reared in confinement (Maynard

and Loos li, 1962). As milk is very low in iron and access to the soil

is eliminated, they are unable to obtain the necessary additional

mineral from their environment. Before the young pig's body iron
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stores are depleted, iron supplementation must be provided or iron

deficiency symptoms rapidly develop. The "cotton-fur" syndrome in

mink as reviewed previously is a typical case of iron deficiency.

Nutritional Anemias. Anemias may be the result of either

nutritional or genetic factors. In addition to deficiency of iron, in-

adequate amounts of vitamin B12, folic acid, protein, vitamin C,

trace minerals, and possibly other vitamins have been shown to con-

tribute to an abnormal state of erythropoiesis.

The functional red blood cell is the end result of a complex

developmental process which involves, among other phenemena, the

synthesis of nucleic acids and nucleoproteins. Folic acid and

vitamin B12 play an essential role in this synthesis and thus in the

formation and maturation of primordial erythrocytes (Wintrobe,

1947). In the gastric juice, the absence of a polypeptide or protein

factor (Castle's intrinsic factor) essential for the absorption of

vitamin B12 is responsible for pernicious anemia in middle-aged and

elderly humans. In addition, there exists a macrocytic anemia of

humans associated with the long-standing consumption of marginal,

protein-poor, restricted diets which are deficient in folic acid, and

less frequently in vitamin B12 (Wintrobe, 1947). Vitamin C is thought

to function in the conversion of folic acid to its biologically-active

analogue, folinic acid (Elvehjem, 1947), and a severe ascorbic acid

deficiency may thus have the same effect as folic or folinic acid
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deprivation. Another anemia has been described in swine which re-

sults from a pyridoxine deficiency (Wintrobe, Cartwright and Gubler,

1953).

Minerals other than iron have been shown to have a relationship

to nutritional anemia. In 1935 Underwood and Filmer of Australia,

demonstrated that a deficiency of cobalt was the cause of a micro-

cytic, hypochromic anemia in sheep and cattle. Copper has also been

shown to be necessary for the utilization of iron in blood pigment

formation (Wintrobe, Cartwright and Gubler, 1953).

Hereditary Anemias. More pertinent to this thesis are anemias

of genetic origin. Action of mutant alleles at 11 different loci in the

chromosomes of the mouse are known to produce anemias by altering

either the process of hematopoiesis, the nature of the erythrocyte, or

both (Green, 1966). Particular allelic combinations of four of these

loci (W series, S1 series, Hertwig's anemia and diminutive) lead to

macrocytic anemia (suggestive of defective hematopoiesis), which in

animals of certain genotypes is sufficiently severe to cause prenatal

death. Genes at two loci (flexed, tail short) have effects on hemato-

poiesis limited to a particular developmental stage. Particular com-

binations of alleles of three loci (jaundice, hemolytic anemia and

spherocytosis) lead to severe hemolytic anemia (Green, 1966). The

hematological effects of these gene substitutions and their anemias

have been reviewed (Green, 1966).
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A sex-linked, recessive anemia in mice was discovered in

1958 (Falconer and Isaacson, 1962). Bannerman and Cooper (1966)

showed that this anemia is most severe in young mice and tends to

diminish with increasing age. Though the anemia occurs on a normal

diet, it responds rapidly to iron-dextran injection and appears not to

be due to a simple deficiency of iron nor to defective iron absorption.

It is likely that the mechanism may be a more unusual primary defect

in iron metabolism (Bannerman and Cooper, 1966).

Probably the most extensively investigated, hereditary anemias

occur in mice characterized by geneticists as having genes WW in

their germinal constitution. Four, dominant alleles with different

effects on red cell number and on pigmentation have been described

(deAberla, 1927; Gruneberg, 1939, 1942c; Fekete et al., 1941;

Russell et al., 1953; Ballantyne et al., 1961).

Another inherited anemia appeared first in offspring of a heavily

irradiated male mouse with the mutant allele (an) appearing to be

completely recessive (Hertwig, 1942). An anemia associated with the

recessive gene, "flexed" (f), seems to affect chiefly the intermediate

generation erythrocytes, which stem largely from fetal liver hema-

topoeisis (Gruneberg, 1942).

The recessive, mutant gene "dimunitive" (dm) affects body size,

development of the entire axial skeleton, and erythrocyte formation

(Stevens and Mackenson, 1958). Newborn mice with this genotype are
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severely anemic, having approximately one-third of the normal

erythrocyte count.

Bogart, Smith and Kimball (1937) reported the presence of a

recessive, lethal anemia in the ratl in which the anemic animals did

not appear to respond to iron, copper or liver therapy.

Mink with an inherent susceptibility to iron deficiency subse-

quently develop anemia corresponding to those described above. The

specific cause of this genetic anomaly remains to be resolved and the

ensuing experimental work was designed to specifically investigate

the iron absorption and iron transport mechanisms of the CF-suscep-

tible animal.
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EXPERIMENTAL

The objective of the research presented in this thesis was to

investigate the physiological basis for the CF syndrome as it results

from the inherent inability of a particular mink strain to utilize

dietary iron.

Two alternative, working hypotheses have been followed: 1)

that an abnormal gastro-intestinal iron absorption may be responsible

for observed iron deficiency symptoms; or 2) providing absorption is

normal, that there exists a situation of faulty, endogenous-iron utili-

zation. These have been investigated from two directions:

1) Conduct of radiotracer, iron-balance trials to determine the

amount of iron being absorbed and incorporated into the red blood

cells by the CF animal as compared to the normal individual.

2) Employment of disc electrophoresis to study blood serum

transferrins to establish whether or not the iron transport system of

the abnormal animal differs from that of the normal.

Animals used in this research originated from one female mink

at the Oregon State University Experimental Fur Farm which produced

offspring exhibiting iron deficiency symptoms on a diet known to be

adequate in iron. This family has been propagated largely by inbreed-

ing in an attempt to proliferate the disorder.

These animals were housed in open sheds at the Experimental
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Fur Farm and received a ration composed of a mixture of the follow-

ing, ground items, as fed: marine fish (sole, rockfish, and turbot),

70 percent; beef tripe, 10 percent; chicken offal, 8 percent; cereal

mixture, 9 percent; and beef liver, 3 percent; during the growth and

furring period from July through January. The breeding-lactation

ration, fed February through June, was basically the same, but liver

was included at 10 percent with all other ingredients diluted accord-

ingly.

Iron Absorption Trials

Methods and Procedure

This study was designed to investigate the difference in gastro-

intestinal absorption of ferrous iron between mink with an inherent

inability to utilize iron efficiently (CF-susceptible strain) and normal

animals. All mink used as representatives of the CF strain had at

one time or another, exhibited CF symptoms. Normal mink with the

exceptions noted were from this same strain but had never shown an

indication of CF.

Iron balance trials were carried out in the small animal facility

at the Oregon State University Radiation Center. Animals were kept

individually in 10 x 12 x 24 inch cages, which were constructed of

vinyl-clad wire. A basal ration consisting of a mixture of 15 parts
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tripe, eight parts beef liver, 25 parts turbot, 25 parts rockfish car-

cass, 20 parts oat groats, five parts wheat bran, two parts lard and

.01 parts vitamin E acetate was provided daily ad-libitum on the top

wire of the cage with tap water continuously supplied by an automatic

system. Feed was mixed at the OSU Experimental Fur Farm and a

two-day supply was picked up every other day. Feed for alternate

days was stored in a cooler at the Radiation Center facility.

Lighting in the room where the animals were kept was from

three, 150-watt, incandescent bulbs with the hours of light and dark-

ness controlled by using a time clock programmed for a seven-day

period. To approximate natural conditions, the lights were set to

turn on 15 minutes before sunrise and off 15 minutes after sunset,

according to tables for sunrise and sunset at Corvallis, Oregon

(Zimmerman and Cowan, 1965).

Mink were moved into this facility at least a week prior to the

trial so that they would become accustomed to the new environment.

General methods for these iron absorption trials followed those

used by Bailey (1967). After a single dose of 59Fe* (ferrous sulfate)

was administered via stomach tube, total urine and fecal samples

were collected and weighed for a period of seven days. Collection

trays were suspended underneath the cages (Bailey, 1967). Trays

*Abbott Labs., North Chicago, Illinois.
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were constructed so that fecal material was collected on a copper

wire screen; whereas the urine passed through onto vinyl-coated

paper and was funneled into a glass container below. Trays were

washed and papers changed after each collection.

After thorough homogenization of fecal material, a two to three

gram sub-sample was weighed into a plastic container and carefully

inserted into a plastic counting tube. Each sample was counted to a

standard error of one percent (Wang and Willis, 1965) with an auto

gamma, deep well, solid scintillation counter (Packard Model 410A).

Counter settings for 59Fe were similar to those used by Bailey (1967).

Three milliliter blood samples were withdrawn from unanesthe-

sized mink via cardiac puncture at various times after isotope ad-

ministration and mixed with an anticoagulant of potassium and

ammonium oxalate prepared as described by Coffin (1953). Radio-

activity of whole blood was determined by counting a one milliliter,

weighed, sample. From the remaining two milliliters of blood, the

hematocrit level was determined and the remainder centrifuged at

6000 rpm for 20 minutes. Plasma was then drawn off, weighed into

counting tubes, and radioactivity measured. From these data, i. e.,

activity of whole blood, activity of plasma, and hematocrit level,

activity of erythrocytes was calculated. To avoid consideration of

radioactive decay, all samples collected were held in cold storage and

counted together at the end of each trial; therefore, no adjustment of
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values was necessary.

R esults

Trial I. This was primarily a pilot study for familiarization

with techniques involved and anticipation of problem areas. Four,

adult, male, standard-dark mink were initially used; two normal with

respect to fur color and two exhibiting CF. All were from the CF-

susceptible strain. A fifth male showing CF was later added to re-

place a CF individual which succumbed during the experiment. Initial

weights and blood values were as follows:

Mink # Condition Body Weight Hematocrit
grams %

7084 Cotton Fur 790 37. 0
7649 Cotton Fur 1100 42. 5
7088 Cotton Fur 800 37. 0
7640 Normal 1290 57. 5
7644 Normal 1520 62. 5

These data show the CF animals to be typically small and

anemic, although the other two males were not large animals. All

mink had been fed the basal ration ad-libitum until 12 hours prior to

isotope administration. Each animal received 15 pi.c of ferrous sul-

fate 59Fe in 20 ml distilled water per kg of body weight via stomach

tube.

Animals were bled at 1, 4, 8, and 24 hours and again at seven

days. One anemic, CF animal (7649) died as a result of blood
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leakage and subsequent clotting in the pericardial sac at the one hour

bleeding and was replaced with a fifth male showing CF symptoms

(7088). Five ml of whole blood were withdrawn after one hour; of

which two ml were saved for electrophoretic separation of plasma

proteins. In subsequent bleedings, only three ml were taken.

Total urine and feces were collected through the eighth day,

weighed, sub-sampled and counted for radioactivity. Absorption

values as calculated from whole blood and plasma 59 Fe activity are

given in Table I following:

Table 1. Cumulative absorption of ferrous sulfate - 59 Fe. (% of
administered dose).

Time (hours)

Mink # Sample 1 4 8 24 7 days

7084 (CF) Whole blood .30 .31 .33 .75 1.37
Plasma .29 .16 .06 .01 .02
Red cells .01 .15 .27 .73 1.36

7088 (CF) Whole blood .19 .12 .15 .20 .37
Plasma .16 .04 .02 .00 .01
Red cells .03 .08 .13 .20 .36

7649 (CF) Whole blood .26
Plasma .23 Died
Red cells .03

7640 (N) Whole blood .07 .13 .09 .16 .24
Plasma .07 .08 .04 .01 .02
Red cells .07 .05 .05 .15 .23

7644 (N) Whole blood .55 .69 .46 .60 1.81
Plasma .60 .36 .30 .07 .02
Red cells 0 .03 .16 .52 1.79
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Absorption percentages were calculated by assuming the amount

of blood as eight percent of the body weight (Dukes, 1955). Absorption

of
59Fe into the body was in all cases less than two percent of the

administered dose at the end of seven days with no consistent dif-

ferences being apparent between normal and CF-susceptible mink.

Data from which Table 1 was derived are listed in Appendix I. Total

radioactivity of the one hour plasma sample for one animal (7644) was

slightly higher than total activity of the whole blood, and probably re-

sults from the fact that absorption was very low and with minimal

count rates the percent variation of the counter is greatly increased.

In this trial, absorption values were much lower in the normal

animals used as controls than those described by Bailey (1967); how-

ever, shapes of the absorption curves were comparable. Mean
59Fe absorption data for the normal mink as compared to the CF

animals are given in Table 2.

Table 2. Mean 59Fe absorption values: Trial 1 (% administered
dose).

Time (hours) after 59Fe administration
1 4 8 24 7 days

Whole blood CF .25 .22 .24 .47 .87
Normal .31 .44 .28 .38 1.03

Plasma CF .23 .10 .04 .01 .01
Normal .33 .22 .17 .04 .02

RBC CF .02 .11 .20 .47 .86
Normal .00 .04 .10 .34 .96
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While average data indicate a slightly higher percentage of iron ab-

sorption in normal animals, this was non-significant as individual

differences were marked within each type of mink.

Fecal and urinary iron excretion values indicate that a large

percentage of the administered dose (20-35 percent) passed from the

animal within one to eight hours after administration. Daily excre-

tion figures for individual animals by type are presented in Table 3.

Table 3.
59

Daily Fe excreted (% of administered dose).

Animal
Day

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Cotton fur 7084 * 2. 1 .4 . 1 . 1 .4 .2 0
7088 41.1 1.3 .4 0 .1 .1 0 0
7649 36.5 Died

Normal 7640 29.1 1.9 1.0 .3 .5 .5 1.0 .1
7644 2. 1 1 2.2 2 1 .2 0

* No values obtained as the radioactivity of these samples was too high to count and dilution was im-
properly carried out.

Data collected on fecal excretion of 59 Fe were assumed to be

valid; however, total urinary excretion values were abnormally high

because of fecal contamination. This was unavoidable with the collec-

tion equipment available. Excretion data do not represent the entire

fecal radioactivity for the animals indicated as the activity of two

early fecal collections contained more activity than could be counted

at one time and subsequent dilution was not done properly before radio

decay precluded measurement. Complete excretion data are listed in

Appendix II.
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It was apparent from considering both blood and excretion data

that 55 to 60 percent of the administered radioactivity was not account-

ed for in either CF or normal mink. Undoubtedly, some, but a minor

part, of this loss resulted from difficulty in getting a complete collec-

tion from the screens due to the physical state of the feces. It could

be postulated that this radioactivity unaccounted for had been incor-

porated into body tissues other than blood; however, this could not be

substantiated as it was not desirable to sacrifice the animals.

Neseni and Piatkowski (1958) have shown that the contents of the mink

stomach pass through the intestinal system in approximately two to

four hours. Thus under the conditions of this experiment administra-

tion of ferrous sulfate - 59 Fe in water to an animal with an empty

gastro-intestinal tract may have resulted in low absorption with large

quantities excreted in the fecal material in the first few hours after

tubing. While slightly more iron absorption occurred in the normal

as compared to the CF-susceptible animal, wide individual variations

were present and no conclusion as to the relative incorporation of

iron by the two strains could be made.

Trial II. Following the results of Trial I it was proposed that

food present in the stomach of the animals would slow down the pas-

sage rate and possibly increase the absorption of 59 Fe. To assure

this condition, food was withdrawn for one day and then fed one hour

before administration of the 59 Fe solution. With the exception of the
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feeding procedure, conditions were identical to those of the previous

experiment. The objective was again to determine the percent of

59 Fe absorption in CF and normal animals.

Again, four, adult, male, standard-dark mink were used, two

normal and two CF-susceptible, all from the CF strain, two of which

(one of each type) had been used in Trial I. Initial weights and blood

values were as follows:

Mink # Condition Body Weight Hematocrit Hemoglobin
grams % grams/%

7084 Cotton Fur 500 28 8.6
7089 Cotton Fur 1370 49 17.6
7652 Normal 1070 55 17.0
7644 Normal 1100 58 > 20

In this trial some animals were used that had received a pre-

vious dose of 59 Fe. In order to account for this, an initial blood

sample was withdrawn just prior to administration of additional radio-

activity. 59 Fe activity of the initial sample, which was entirely pres -

ent in the red cells, was measured and subtracted from all ensuing

samples and was considered to remain constant as these trials were

conducted well within the life span of the red cell.

The results of this trial were confounded by the inadvertent

occurrence of the thiaminase enzyme in the basal ration. Mink in-

volved in this experiment as well as other mink fed the same ration

at the Experimental Fur Farm exhibited symptoms of Chastek
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paralysis including depressed appetites and tetany. Two of the ani-

mals in this trial showing tetany were given injections of .2 cc of

thiamine hydrochloride intraperitoneally shortly after the 24 hour

bleeding. Following therapy, improved appetite and regained muscu-

lar control rapidly occurred.

An error in dosage was made and normal animals received

somewhat less than the 15 p.c of iron and 20 ml distilled water per kg

of body weight intended; however, it is doubtful that this influenced

results obtained. Absorption data are summarized in Table 4.

Table 4. Cumulative absorption of ferrous sulfate -
59 Fe (% of

administered dose).

Mink # Sample Initial

Time (hours)
7 days1 4 8 24

7089 (CF) Whole blood 0 .12 .10 .24 .53 1.26
Plasma 0 .12 .14 .16 .02 .04
RBC 0 .09 .08 .51 1.22

*7084 (CF) Whole blood .35** .10 . 72 . 78 2.06 . 65

Plasma 0 .27 .08 .04 .06 .02
RBC .35 .65 .73 1.99 .63

7052 (N) Whole blood 0 . 02 . 10 . 16 . 07 6.47
Plasma 0 .01 .06 .13 .02 .01
RBC 0 .01 .04 .03 .05 6.46

*7644 (N) Whole blood .31** .89 .90 .83 .92 .22
Plasma 0 .05 .17 .07 .03 .03
RBC .309 .84 . 73 .76 .89 .19

*Received thiamine injections
**The radioactivity of the initial blood sample was subtracted from all

samples collected thereafter.
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The generally low values noted may reflect the result of the

adverse, physiological effect of the thiaminase factor, although one

normal animal did absorb appreciably more iron (6.47 percent) than

the others. It is unexplained why one animal of each type had lower,

retained absorption at seven days than at 24 hours although it is inter-

esting that both animals had received thiamine injections previously.

It is also interesting to note that the animal which absorbed the great-

est amount (6.47 percent) absorbed practically all of the 59Fe after

the 24 hour period. Again, as in Trial I, a few plasma values were

higher than corresponding whole blood data, probably for the reason

previously noted. Hemolysis from allowing the samples to stand too

long occurred in many of the plasma samples and this may also have

resulted in discrepancies. Mean 59 Fe absorption values for the two

types of mink are presented in Table 5.

Table 5. Mean 59Fe absorption values (% of administered dose).

Time (hours) after 59Fe administration
1 4 8 24 7 days

Whole blood CF .11 .41 .51 1.30 .95
Normal .46 .50 .49 . 50 3.35

Plasma CF .20 .11 .10 .04 .03
Normal .03 .12 .10 .03 .02

RBC CF -.38 .31 .41 1.25 1.43
Normal .43 .39 .40 .47 3.33
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Average data from this trial indicate a much higher percentage

of
59Fe absorption in the normal as compared to the CF-susceptible

individuals. However, as in Trial I, individual differences were

again markedly different within each type of mink. Consequently,

while the percentage difference was greater in this trial, the differences

are again non-significant. Data from which the tables in this trial

were derived are given in Appendix III.

Combined fecal and urinary excretion values indicate that a

large percentage of the administered iron (20-30 percent) passed from

the animal within the first few hours following dosage. Two of the

animals (one of each type) excreted considerably less 59 Fe than the

others. Again, fecal contamination of urine was a problem, while

data from collected feces was considered essentially valid. Com-

bined individual excretion figures are given in Table 6.

Table 6. Daily 59 Fe excreted (% of administered dose).

Mink #

Day

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Cotton fur 7084 30.1 .14 .14 .12 .07 .03 .05 0
7089 11.9 .21 .09 0 .02 .02 0 0

Normal 7644 11.3 .08 .07 .02 .04 .01 .06 0
7652 24.1 .21 .08 .08 .05 0 0 0

In this trial fecal collections containing excessive amounts of

radioactivity were diluted prior to counting in order that a complete
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excretion pattern might be more nearly obtained. Complete excre-

tion data for this trial are listed in Appendix IV.

In considering both blood and excretion data it became apparent

that an even greater percentage (75-85 percent) of the administered

59 Fe was not accounted for in this trial. As in the initial experiment

procedures for excrement collection and subsampling of feces possibly

resulted in some error; however, it is considered that the bulk of

unaccountable radioactivity must be present within the animal in

tissues not assayed. Tissue analysis of iron incorporation would have

shed considerable light on this matter had the animals been sacri-

ficed.

It was unfortunate that the effect of thiaminase entered into this

experiment, as it was apparent that one animal absorbed considerably

more iron (6.47 percent) under the conditions of this trial than those

in the previous experiment. Consequently, it was believed that feeding

the animals prior to initiating the trial was beneficial and it was

determined advisable to repeat this procedure.

Trial III. In this trial, four, adult, standard-dark, female

mink were used. Two of these animals were from the CF-susceptible

strain and had exhibited cotton-fur symptoms earlier in their lives;

two were normal individuals from an entirely unrelated strain. None

had been used in previous experiments. Individual body weights and

blood values at the onset of this experiment were as follows:
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Mink # Condition Age
years

Body Weight Hematocrit Hemoglobin
grams grams/%

5947 Cotton Fur 5 470 42.0 17.6
8187 Cotton Fr .r 1 600 38.0 14.4
7811 Normal 2 800 48.0 19.2
7898 Normal 2 590 43.0 18.8

The CF animals were given thiamine hydrochloride injected

several weeks prior to the trial in an attempt to stimulate appetite

and strengthen them for the experiment. The techniques employed

were similar to those employed in Trials I and II with the exceptions

that females were used and in addition to the previous bleeding

schedule were bled 14 days after administration of the tracer iron.

Again, 15 p.c 59Fe/kg of body weight were administered to animals

from which feed had been removed for 24 hours previously and then

fed one hour prior to the experiment. One of the animals (8187-CF)

regurgitated its stomach contents following dosing and was adminis -

tered a second dose of 10 µc /kg of body weight. This was based on

the assumption that some activity was retained by the animal. The

recovered portion of the initial dose was weighed, subsampled,

counted, and found to contain 51 percent of the original. Two animals

were lost from cardiac puncture, one at the eight hour bleeding, and

one at the 24 hour period. Blood 59 Fe absorption data are presented

in Table 7.
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Table 7. Cumulative absorption of ferrous sulfate -
59Fe (% of administered dose).

Mink # Sample

Time (hours) after
S9

Fe administration

1 4 8 24 7 days 14 days

5947 (CF) Whole blood .9 1. 2 .5
Plasma 1.0 1.2 .5 Died

RBC 0 0 0

8187 (CF) Whole blood 7.8 6.0 7.3 17. S 1 9. 0 19.5

Plasma 4.7 .5 .2 .1 0 0

RBC 3.0 5.5 7.1 1 7. 4 18.9 1 9. 5

7811 (N) Whole blood .7 1.2 .7 2. 1

Plasma .7 1.0 0 .2 Died

RBC 0 .2 .6 1.9

7898 (N) Whole blood 2.0 1.0 .7 2. 1 3.3 3.3

Plasma 1.6 .9 .2 0 .0 0

RBC .36 .1 .5 2.0 3.3 3.3

Iron absorption as determined from blood data was unlike that

of the previous experiments in that absorption was considerably

greater (19.5 percent) for the one remaining CF animal and also high-

er (3. 6 percent) for the normal individual at the end of seven days.

Also the other normal animal which died at the 24 hour bleeding had

absorbed more iron (2. 1 percent) than those of earlier trials. It was

thought that absence of confounding circumstances such as empty

gastrointestinal tracts and presence of thiaminase possibly contributed

to the increased absorption. However, it should be pointed out that

the animal (#8187) which received two doses of
59Fe absorbed the

most iron, although the additional iron administered was calculated

to put this animal on a basis equal to those receiving one dose. On

the other hand, this animal's hematacrit decreased rapidly as a result
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of bleeding (14 day hematocrit was 32 percent), the net result of

which could be expected to increase the rate of iron absorption. The

blood picture and iron absorption rate of the other CF individual was

very comparable to the normal animals to time of death. Notwith-

standing this greater absorption of iron, the hematocrit of this

anemic mink had not increased by the 14th day in definite contrast to

that of the normal animal (32 vs 46 percent). It is interesting to note

that cumulative 59 Fe absorption on the 14th day coincided exactly

with that of the 7th day, bearing out Bothwell and Finch's observation

(1962) that absorption of a tracer dose of iron reaches a peak by the

7th day. The increased level of iron absorption for the CF mink may

be explained in that anemia increases absorption.

Complete blood data for this trial are listed in Appendix V.

Mean
59 Fe absorption values are given in Table 8.

Table 8. Mean 59Fe absorption values: Trial III (% of administered
dose).

Time (hours) after 59 Fe administration
1 4 8 24* 7 days** 14 days

Whole blood CF 3.9 3.4 3.9 17.5 19.0 19,5
N 1.3 1.1 .7 2.1 3.3 3.3

Plasma CF 2.4 3.6 .4 .1 0 0

N 1.2 1.0 .3 .1 0 0

RBC CF 1.4 2.7 3.5 17.4 18.9 19.5
N .2 .1 .5 2.0 3.3 3.3

*Values after 8 hours based on 1 CF mink.
**Values after 24 hours based on 1 Normal mink.
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Even prior to the death of the two animals, mean values show

a higher absorption rate in the CF mink. Average data were more

meaningful in this trial than those previously as the variation between

animals was reduced except for the anemic, CF individual that ab-

sorbed much more iron.

The animals which succumbed during the experiment were mi-

cropsied and, after dissecting and weighing the organs in their entirety,

samples of liver and spleen were weighed, washed thoroughly of ex-

cess blood, and counted for radioactivity. An attempt was made to

assess isotope activity in the bone marrow with no success due to the

small amount of sample obtained. 59Fe incorporation for the CF

animal which died eight hours after isotope administration was 2.44

percent of administered 59 Fe in the liver and .07 percent in the

spleen. The normal animal had incorporated 1.35 percent of the ad-

ministered dose into the liver and .31 percent in the spleen after 24

hours of the experiment. It was suspected that the tracer iron was

associated with the tissues themselves as washing procedures

eliminated the majority of blood from the samples, and the activity

obtained was considerably higher than the activity of the whole blood

at the same time. A postmortem examination of the two remaining

mink would have been desirable for comparative purposes.

Absorption and excretion data were more complete in this trial

as greater amounts of the administered 59 Fe were recovered than in
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earlier experiments. Daily excretion values are given in Table 9.

Table 9. Daily
59

Fe excreted (% of administered dose).

Day

Mink # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Cotton fur 8187 36,0 2.01 .63 0* 2.47 .74 .35 .61
5947 49.0 Died

Normal 7898 40.7 .13 .04 0* .04 .01 .01 0

7811 38.2 Died

*No collection made, composite collected next day.

There appeared to be no significant difference in excretion

levels between the two types of animals with from 45 to 52 percent

of the 59 Fe being recovered. Again, some fecal contamination of

urine occurred but to a lesser extent, and indications were that no

absorbed iron was excreted via the urine.

Complete excretion data are listed in Appendix VI. Combined

blood and excretion values indicate that 30 to 45 percent of the ad-

ministered 59 Fe was unaccounted for. This is still unexplained and

should be investigated.

Discussion and Conclusions

It has been established by numerous radioiron absorption trials

with species other than mink that the radioactivity of the blood plaswa
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reaches a peak at two to four hours after dose administration, dimin-

ishes to half in the next four hours and gradually continues downward

until little is present at 24-30 hours (Bothwell and Finch, 1962).

Tracer iron as measured in whole blood rapidly reaches a peak

slightly above that of plasma levels at two to four hours, drops slight-

ly and then rises steadily but slowly with a maximum being reached

at the end of the seventh day after which the level is constant (Both-

well and Finch, 1962). Incorporation of iron into the erythrocyte is

minimal at two to four hours, it then rises in a linear fashion until

equaling whole blood values at seven days at which time there is

essentially complete incorporation of radioiron from the plasma.

Curves of the three 59 Fe absorption trials of this study followed the

expected pattern, although total iron absorption was low, especially

in Trial I.

Aside from the difficulties encountered in these trials, it was

found that under the conditions of these experiments the CF-

susceptible mink absorbed dietary iron equally as well as their nor-

mal counterparts, and in the case of anemic animals absorption was

greater as has been noted in other species (Bothwell and Finch, 1962).

It was also evident that there was a great deal of individual variability
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in the absorption of iron as brought out by Bailey (1967). There

appeared to be no significant differences in iron excretion between the

two types of animals and there were no indications that absorbed iron

was excreted via the urine. Consequently it would appear from these

data that faulty iron utilization was not at the absorptive level, On

the other hand this condition and the condition of anemia in mice re-

ported by Bannerman and Cooper (1966) have been shown to respond

to intraperitoneal iron dextran therapy indicating affected animals are

capable of utilizing the element if found in sufficient quantities in the

blood stream.

Speculation as to whether or not a primary defect in iron meta-

bolism existed in the CF-susceptible mink was not strengthened with

data from the first two experiments. Absorption was minimal in Trial

1 and the unforeseen presence of thiaminase and resultant Chastek

paralysis in two of the experimental animals further complicated re-

sults of Trial II. Excretion values indicated that a large percentage

of the administered iron (20-30 percent) passed from the animal with-

in the first few hours. In addition, a substantial amount of the 59 Fe

(75 percent) was unrecovered.

Any positive conclusions about iron absorption must be drawn

from the third and final trial. While a great deal of individual vari-

ability existed, absorption was considerably greater (19.5 percent)
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for the one remaining CF animal than for animals of other trials.

Also absorption of the normal individual was higher (3.3 percent)

than normals of other trials and prior to death the other normal

animal had absorbed more iron (2. 1 percent) at 24 hours post

administration.

Presence of feed in the gastrointestinal tracts and injection of

thiamine into experimental animals prior to the experiment possibly

contributed to the increased absorption noted in the third trial. How-

ever, it must be pointed out that the animal exhibiting the greatest

absorption partially regurgitated the initial dose of tracer iron and

was stomach tubed with 59 Fe a second time. The additional iron was

calculated to replace only that lost and thereby put this animal on a

basis relative to those receiving one dose. On the other hand, this

animal's hematocrit decreased rapidly as a result of withdrawing

blood samples, the net result of which would be expected to increase

the rate of iron absorption. Also the hematocrit of this anemic mink

had not increased by the 14th day in relation to that of the normal

animal (32 percent vs 46 percent). However, the hematocrits of CF

mink in all three trials followed a similar pattern whereas the normal

animals cell volumes recovered to the original state by the end of

seven days. A remote possibility exists that red cell manufacture

may have been impaired or that an abnormal breakdown of cells may

have occurred. This first would involve careful interpretation since
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not enough 59 Fe was given to necessarily increase red cell formation

and consequently this theory was discarded. It was felt that the ab-

sorbed isotope was concentrated in the hemoglobin without an increase

in number of red cells.

Another possible solution may have been that the animal ab-

sorbed the tracer dose but due to an impaired absorptive mechanism

could not utilize its dietary iron and was thus still deficient. However,

due to such ready absorption of 59 Fe it was concluded that such was

not the case and that the situation was best explained by the fact that

anemia triggered increased absorption. The cumulative 59 Fe absor-

tion on the 14th day coincided exactly with that of the 7th day, bearing

out the observation of Bothwell and Finch (1962) that normal absorp-

tion of a tracer dose of iron reaches a peak by the 7th day. In addi-

tion, mean absorption values revealed a higher absorption rate in the

anemic, CF mink.

It may be stated that under the conditions imposed by these iron

balance trials there was no difference in iron absorption between the

two types of mink. Before a definite conclusion is drawn further study

needs to be conducted to gain a complete picture as impairments may

occur elsewhere in the absorption scheme or metabolism of iron. Sub-

sequent trials would have been desirable in which previous experience

procedures were definitely standardized and post-mortem examination of
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tissue iron incorporation accomplished to determine the fate of all

the administered isotope.

Blood Serum Transferrin Investi ation

Methods and Procedure

The second phase of investigation of the genetically related CF

abnormality involved a study of the animal's iron transport proteins

by electrophoretic separation of blood serum transferrins. This was

undertaken to determine whether differences in transferrins exist be-

tween mink exhibiting CF symptoms and normal animals. Conceivably

structural differences could be associated with altered transferrin

function and ultimately in impaired iron metabolism.

Considerable transferrin typing has been accomplished with

starch gel electrophoresis (Smithies, 1955) but this method has the

disadvantage of being slow. With the development of disc electro-

phoresis by Orstein and Davis (1962) came a faster method. Rausch

(1963) compared both methods in determination of bovine transferrin

types and found no difference in resolution between the two methods.

It was thus decided that for the present study because of the speed of

analysis offered, disc electrophoresis would best serve.
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Sampling Procedure

Blood samples used in these studies were collected by cardiac

puncture from approximately 100 animals of the CF-susceptible strain

and 25, unrelated, normal, standard-dark mink. Of the 100 CF-

susceptible strain animals, 15 actively exhibited CF symptoms; the

remainder were normal in this regard. Five ml of blood were with-

drawn, allowed to coagulate and then centrifuged at 4000 rpm for 15

minutes using an International Universal Model centrifuge. Following

centrifugation, approximately 2 ml of plasma were withdrawn from

each sample with a syringe and transferred to a 3 ml test tube which

was subsequently sealed with a cork. Samples were stored frozen

until the transferrins could be analyzed electrophoretically. Length

of frozen serum storage apparently has no adverse effects on trans -

ferrin stability as some samples were thawed and refrozen several

times without noticeable change. This observation agrees with the

findings of Ashton and Ferguson (1963) that reference sera which had

been stored at -17°C for four years exhibited no change in transferrin

resolution.

Disc Electrophoresis

The disc electrophoresis apparatus and procedures used in this

study were patterned from those suggested by Davis (1964) in
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determining serum protein types in humans, A polyacrylamide-gel

column, formed in a small glass tube, 75 mm in length, 7.0 mm out-

side diameter, and 5.0 mm inside diameter, was composed of three

layers: viz. (1) a large - pore gel (sample gel) Davis (1964) contain-

ing the serum sample in which electrophoretic concentration of the

sample proteins was initiated; (2) a large - pore gel (spacer gel) in

which electrophoretic concentration of the sample proteins was com-

pleted; and (3) a small - pore gel in which electrophoretic separation

took place. The large - pore gels serve primarily as anticonvection

media, while the small - pore gel serves as a seiving as well as an

anti-convection medium. After complete polymerization of all gels,

electrophoresis was performed in a vertical position with the gel con-

tainers attached to an upper buffer reservoir and the lower ends, im-

mersed in the buffer solution of a lower reservoir. The upper cham-

ber was filled with 500 ml tris buffer and 5 ml of 0. 001% bromphenol

blue as a tracker dye added. A power unit connected with the cathode

to the upper reservoir supplied a constant amperage of 3.5 milliamps

per tube. Current was applied until the light blue albumin band had

migrated approximately 5 cm from the origin (junction of the small-

pore and spacer gels). The actual electrophoretic separation usually

took about 50 minutes.

While in principle techniques were relatively straightforward,

there was considerable margin for error in setting up gel columns
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and consequently much practice was required to prepare gels which

produced good resolution. Initially a 12 column cell constructed in

the laboratory was used, but this proved awkward and unsatisfactory.

Later an improved cell which accommodated 20 sample columns and

with platinum electrodes was obtained. A Heathkit regulated power

unit, Model IP-32 was assembled and utilized as a source of power.

A great deal of time was spent initially in determining the

amount of serum sample to use. Mink serum appears to have a high

concentration of protein and best results were obtained by using

three micro-liters of serum per column although other workers have

reported best success in other species when they used five or more

micro-liters (Rausch, 1963; Ashton and Ferguson, 1963).

After electrophoretic separation of serum proteins the gels

were removed from the columns and placed in a 13 x 100 mm test

tube containing about 5 ml of fixative stain solution (1% amido schwarz

in 7% acetic acid). The gels were removed from the stain solution

after 45 minutes, washed in tap water, and placed in a 15 x 125 mm

test tube containing 7% acetic acid for destaining. Destaining was

accomplished by repeated washing in a 7% acetic acid solution and

was usually completed within 24 to 46 hours depending upon the fre-

quency with which the acid solution was changed and upon the intensity

of the stain. Following destaining the gels were stored in sealed

plastic containers 10 x 75 mm and filled with 7% acetic acid until
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transferrin type could be established.

Evaluation of Transferrin Bands

In order to compare transferrin types in CF and non-CF mink it

was first necessary to establish which of the 12 or more stained bands

of protein present in the gel were transferrins. Gels were first com-

pared visually but it was desired to confirm such observations by

specific tests.

A method described by Orstein (1965) involving a color reaction

produced by bound Fe+++ was used to specifically identify transferrin.

Duplicate gels were run; one gel was stained in amido schwarz and the

other gel was placed in the iron stain prepared as follows: (0. 5 ml of

a 0.25% solution of 2, 4-Dinitroso-1, of, a 10% solution of hydroquinone

in absolute ethanol; and 10 ml of an acetate buffer [7 ml of glacial

acetic acid and 16 gms of sodium acetate trihydrate]made up of 100 ml

in the water), are mixed and the solution filtered. The other gel was

stained in the amido schwarz stain. A faint blue-green disc appeared

about midway between the site of the albumin band and the origin in the

gel placed in the iron stain. Comparison with the amido schwarz

stained gel revealed that the transferrin band corresponded to a fairly

dense band midway between the heavy albumin band and the origin. It

was felt, however, that specific identification of transferrin-bands was

not accomplished with this technique as the transferrin-bound iron

apparently did not react with sufficient dye to
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provide conclusive identification.

A second attempt to identify transferrin exclusively was under-

taken using the isotope, 59 Fe. Samples of ten micro-liters of serum

were incubated 60 minutes with five microcuries of radioactive iron,

separated electrophoretically, stained with amido schwarz, destained,

and then sliced into cross sections containing one protein band only.

Each section was then counted in the scintillation counter to deter-

mine which bands were associated with radioactivity. It was found

that incorporation of 59 Fe was insufficient to identify transferrin

bands.

Sutton and Karp (1965) have described a precipitation technique

for removing most of the proteins other than transferrin. For 0.1

ml of plasma, 0.1 ml of 0.15% ferric chloride solution (in 5 m moles

tris buffer) was added; then 0.4 ml of 0. 5% rivanol (2 -ethoxy-6, 9

diamino acridine lactate) also in 5 m mole tris was added. The mix-

ture was shaken well and the precipitate centrifuged down. The

clear, yellow supernatant was used for electrophoresis. Electro-

phoresis of samples prepared in this manner and stained with amido

schwarz showed a slight albumin band in addition to the transferrin

bands located about midway between the albumin and origin. This

technique proved satisfactory and was used to identify the mink

serum transferrin bands.
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Results

Ir establishing electrophoretic techniques many gel samples were

run on blood from the three types of mink; both CF and normal animals

from the CF susceptible strain and normals from an unrelated strain.

As respresentative of each of these three types, data from four ani-

mals of each type are presented. Initial data on each individual were

as follows:

Cotton Fur animals from CF-susceptible strain

Mink #

7088
5103

*7084
7103

Sex Hematocrit (at time of sampling)

37

36

Normal animals from CF-susceptible strain

8189 ? 53
8188 ? 48
8180 e 56

*7640 cf 58

Normal animals from unrelated strain

7898 ?
7811 ?
7736 ?
7907 ?

56
59
60
58

*These animals were used in Iron Balance Trial I with the electro-
phoretic blood sample being obtained prior to the trial.
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No attempt was made to differentiate between blood serums of

either sex; serum from females was used in the latter normal group,

as samples were available having been obtained for use in Iron

Balance Trial three.

Two samples from each mink were used for an electrophoretic

run; one being a precipitated serum fraction and one being a complete

serum sample. Upon completion of a run all gels were stained with

amido schwarz as previously described. The gels containing the com-

plete serum protein fractions were then visually compared with the

corresponding precipitated transferrin gel from the same animal.

Many runs were performed in an attempt to develop consistant resolu-

tion and the gels pictured were selected from the final two runs.

Selection was based on gels having the best resolution and are shown

on the following page.

Two gels are pictured for each animal. The complete protein

fractions are found in the lefthand gel sample of each picture with its

corresponding precipitated sample showing transferrin bands to its

immediate right.

Visual examination of gels containing complete mink serum pro-

tein fractions reveal as many as 10-14 dark staining bands of varying

thickness and intensities. The appearance is very similar to the

serum sample of the human as described by Davis (1964) with the

transferrin area appearing midway between the origin and the heavily



Plate 1. Disc Electrophoresis Results

CF-Susceptible Mink Strain - Exhibit CF

7088 5103

IOW

CF-Susceptible Mink Strain - Normal

8189

.10110.1111F

8188

Unrelated Mink Strain - Normal

7898 7811

7084

8180

7736

7103

7640

7907

61
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stained albumin band appearing at the lower end of the gel.

The transferrin area in the precipitated mink serum appears as

two closely aligned bands usually corresponding to a single heavy

dark band in the complete serum sample midway between the origin

and a small residual albumin band. Excessive concentration of pro-

tein in the normal sample may explain the appearance of the single

heavy layer which actually obscures the two bands. In addition some

resolution was lost through photocopying.

The faint band appearing at the extreme lower end of many gels

of both types is a residual tracker dye.

Visual comparison of individual gels, indicated no readily

apparent polymorphism existed between the transferrins of the mink

samples pictured. However, the presence of the single heavy band in

some of the pictures of precipitated fractions rules out making a

definite conclusion in this regard.

Discussion and Conclusions

Serum protein variations occur in many mammalian species and

it was felt that examination of the iron-binding 1 globulins of the mink

was in order. Recent studies have dealt with the relationships be-

tween serum transferrins and both productivity and reproductivity

(Ashton, 1965). Polymorphism of serum proteins is considered to be

a means whereby a species is able to adapt to varying environments
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and ecological situations (Ashton and Fergeson, 1963).

No mention of anemia resulting from transferrin polymorphism

was found in the literature with the exception of a reported case of

hypochromic, microcytic anemia in a human who possessed a com-

plete absence of transferrin (Heilmeyer, et al., 1961). Another study

Turnbull and Gib lett, 1961) compared iron binding capacities of vari-

ant transferrins in humans and found only small differences. The

results of their experiments indicated that both the amount and rate

of iron-binding by variant transferrins were very similar. In all in-

stances, the rates of iron clearance and percentage of iron delivered

and utilized by the bone marrow for hemoglobin production were

essentially the same. They concluded that transferrin variants do

not differ essentially in their ability to transport iron and deliver it to

the tissues. The results of this thesis research would support their

findings and it was felt unlikely that a similar variant could be the

cause of the observed CF condition.

Polymorphism of serum proteins in mink were not conclusively

revealed in this study. It was indicated by visual observation of gel

samples that the transferrins of the CF mink were like those of the

normal animal under the conditions imposed by these experiments.

Excessive protein concentration and loss of resolution through photo

copying processes were responsible for the discrepancies observed in

the transferrin area of some of the sample photos. While it is
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probable that polymorphism may be present it was considered in view

of the literature that any effect would be slight and not responsible for

the observed CF condition in these strains of mink.
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SUMMARY

Investigation of the "cotton fur" (CF) condition at Oregon State

University has revealed three basic causes: 1) Feeding mink on diets

containing certain species of fish; namely those of the cod family, in-

cluding: Pacific hake, Atlantic whiting, and Alaskan pollock; 2) In-

clusion of rancid fats in the mink diet; and 3) Genetic susceptibility of

a particular mink strain. This thesis is an extension of these studies

and is concerned with CF as it relates to the third factor. This in-

vestigation was conducted in two phases. First, a study of iron ab-

sorption using 59 Fe as a tracer in an attempt to determine if genetical-

ly susceptible, CF mink are able to absorb dietary iron adequately,

and secondly, a study of the iron transport system by electrophoretic

separation of the iron-carrying proteins (transferrins) to determine

whether CF mink are similar to normal animals.

Three iron balance trials patterned after those of Bailey (1967)

were conducted. The first two trials indicated that presence of food

in the gastro-intestinal tract prior to stomach tubing increased the

absorption of iron presumably by acting to slow passage of the

administered isotope. The presence of thiaminase in trial two was a

complicating factor and injections of thiamine were given for the third

and final trial. While absorption was minimal it was concluded

under the conditions imposed by these experiments, that anemic mink
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absorb iron equally as well as their normal counterparts. 59Fe ab-

sorption followed the expected curve of normal animals (Bothwell and

Finch, 1962). Subsequent trials would have been desirable to estab-

lish a more definite conclusion about the absorption and metabolism

of iron by the CF mink.

The second phase of investigation of the CF abnormality involved

electrophoretic study of blood serum transferrins. It was theorized

that polymorphism of these proteins could conceivably account for the

anemic conditions observed in animals exhibiting CF symptoms.

Electrophoresis of a complete serum sample and a corresponding

sample containing an isolated transferrin protein fraction was run on

individual mink of each type. The gels containing the complete serum

protein fractions were then compared visually with the corresponding

transferrin gel from the same animal. Three types of mink within two

strains were examined: CF animals of the CF strain, normal mink of

the CF strain; and normal individuals from an unrelated strain.

Visual examination of complete mink serum proteins revealed

as many of 10-14 dark staining bands of varying thickness and inten-

sities. The transferrin area in the precipitated serum gel sample

appeared as two closely aligned bands usually corresponding to a

single heavy dark band in the complete serum sample. Cencentration

of protein in some cases apparently obscured the two bands.
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Polymorphism of serum transferrins in mink was not revealed in this

study. It was indicated by visual observation of gel samples that the

iron transport proteins of CF mink appeared to be like those of the

normal animal under the conditions of these experiments. It may not

be conclusively stated, due to discrepancies among gel samples, that

such variants of protein do not exist, but it was concluded that any

effect would be slight and not responsible for the observed. CF condi-

tion in mink.
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APPENDIX I

IRON BALANCE TRIAL I

Animal # 7084 (CF)
Wt. 790 g

75

cpm
uncorrected

cpm
-background

sample
wt. (g) Hematocrit

cpm/g
sample

Total*
cpm in
blood

admin.
dose

1 hr
Whole blood 147 89 1.12 31.5 79.2 5010 .302
Plasma 139 81 .73 11 O. 8 4797 .289
RBC .012

4 hr
Whole blood 118 60 .73 24 81.5 5150 .31

Plasma 120 61 1.10 56.4 2709 .163
RBC .147

8 hr
Whole blood 140 81 .95 21 86.1 5 441 .328
Plasma 78 19 . 98 20.3 1014 .061

RBC .266

24 hr
272 214 1.09 23 1 95. 9 12384 .746Whole blood

Plasma 64 6 1.10 5.0 243 .014
RBC . 731

7 day
Whole blood 488 429 1.19 24 360.5 22788 1.373
Plasma 66 7 1.3 5.6 269 .016
RBC 1.35 7

Background = 59 cpm
Dose weight = 16.17 g
Standard = 102,580 cpm/g x 16.17 g = 1, 658,728 cpm total cpm admin.
Total blood = 790 x .08 percent body wt. = 63.2 g whole blood (assumption)
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Animal # 7640 (N)
Wt. 1 290 g

cpm
uncorrected

cpm
-background

sample
wt. (g) Hematocrit

cpm/g
sample

Total*
cpm
blood

admin.
dose

1 hr
Whole blood 82 23 1.2 54.5 19. 4 2003 .074
Plasma 81 22 .57 38.7 1800 .067
RBC .007

4 hr
Whole blood 95 36 1.1 53 32.6 3364 .125
Plasma 88 30 .68 43. 3 2104 .078
RBC .047

8 hr
Whole blood 87 28 1.24 50 22.6 2338 .087
Plasma 76 17 .79 21.6 1116 .041

RBC .045

24 hr
Whole blood 116 58 1. 36 44.5 42.4 4377 .163

Plasma 63 4 .8S 5 289 .01

RBC .152

7 day
Whole blood 135 76 1.2 41 63.5 6561 .244
Plasma 62 3 .45 7.7 473 .017
RBC .227

Background = 59 cpm
Dose weight = 26.11 g
Standard = 102,580 cpm/g x 26.11 g = 2, 678, 363 total cpm admin.
*Total whole blood = 1290 x .08 percent of body weight = 103.2 g whole blood (assumption).
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Animal # 7649 (CF)
Wt. 1100 g

Total*
cpm cpm Sample cpm/g cpm admin.

uncorrected -background wt. (g) Hematocrit sample blood dose

1 hr
Whole blood 137

Plasma 144
RBC

4 hr
Whole blood
Plasma
RBC

8 hr
Whole blood
Plasma
RBC

24 hr
Whole blood
Plasma
RBC

7 day
Whole blood
Plasma
RBC

78 1.19 43.5 6S. 96 5804 .255
86 .73 105.00 5166 .227

.028

Died

Background = 59 cpm
Dose weight = 22.15 g
Standard = 102,580 cpm/g x 22.15 = 2, 272,147 = total cpm admin.
*Total blood = 1100 g x .08 percent of body weight = 88 g whole blood (assumption).
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Animal # 7644 (N)
Wt. 1520 g

cpm
uncorrected

cpm
-background

Sample
wt. (g) Hematocrit

cpm/g
sample

Total*
cpm
blood

admin.
dose

1 hr
Whole blood 229 170 1. 18 57 145 1 7570 .551

Plasma 223 164 .45 365 19087 .599

RBC

4 hr
Whole blood 262 203 1.13 52 180 21888 .686
Plasma 195 137 .69 198 11578 .363

RBC .032

8 hr
Whole blood 178 119 .98 51 122 14814 .464

Plasma 156 97 .61 159 9505 .298

RBC .166

24 hr
Whole blood 193 134 .86 45** 157 1 905 9 .598

Plasma 92 33 .93 35 2380 .074
RBC

7 day
727 668 1.41 49 474 57626 1.808Whole blood

Plasma 63 4 .50 8 509 .015

RBC 1.792

Background = 59 cpm
Dose weight = 31.06 g
Standard = 102,580 cpm/g x 31.06 = 3,186,134.8 total cpm administered
*Total whole blood = 1520 g x .08 of body weight = 121.6 g whole blood (assumption).

**Value taken from similarity to 7640 as no hematocrit was obtained at this time.
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Animal # 7088 (CF)
Wt. 800 g

cpm
uncorrected

cpm
-background

Sample
wt. ( g) Hemat ocrit

cpm/ g
sample

Total*
cpm
blood

admin.
dose

1 hr
Whole blood 108 49 1.15 41 43 2765 .192

Plasma 103 42 .69 62 2342 .163

RBC .029

4 hr
Whole blood 90 32 1.18 28 27 1 730 .12
Plasma 65 6 47 13 587 .04
RBC .079

8 hr
Whole blood 102 44 1.33 34 33 2107 .146
Plasma 66 7 1.07 7 237 .016

RBC .130

24 hr
113 54 1.18 36 46 2928 .203Whole blood

Plasma 58 .80
RBC .203

7 day
152 94 1.14 36 361 5254 .365Whole blood

Plasma 62 4 1.0 4 139 .009

RBC .356

Background = 59 cpm
Dose weight = 15.18
Standard = 94,593 cpm/g x 15.18 = 1, 435, 921 total cpm administered
*Total whole blood = 800 g x .08 percent of body weight = 64 g whole blood (assumption).



APPENDIX II

Animal # 7088 ( CF)
TOTAL CPM URINE -- FECES -TRIAL I

Day Description Time

Sample CPM
Standard
count

CPM
uncorrected

CPM
corrected CPM/g Total CPM % admin.Wt.

Sub.
Wt.

1 Urine & Feces 1 hr 106.57 4.25 27,322 11,565 11,333 2,666.5 284,168.9 19.79
1 Feces 8 hr 1.47 .129 19,864 24,463 24,264 2,022.0 297,234 20.69
2 11 11 p. m.

3/22/67 .54 .59 16,730 18,161 17,534 32,470.0 17,533 1.22
3 8 a. m.

2/23/67 1.84 .83 16,730 2,795 2,168 2,612.04 4,806 .334
3 12 p. m.

3/23/67 1.61 .9 16,730 1,181 554 615.5 990 .068
4 8 a. m.

3/24/67 .65 .65 27,322 308 78 120 78 .0054
5 3/25/67 2.51 .9 16,730 1,116 489 543.3 1,363.68 .094
6 3/26/67 2.56 1.0 27,322 695 465 465 1,190.4 .082
7 3/27/67 3.0 1.13 27,322 298 68 60.176 180.52 .012
8 " 3/28/67 .9 .85 27,322 311 81 95.2 85.68 .006

1 Urine 4 p. m. 2.8 2.8 29,379 8,440 8,382 2,993.5 8,381.8 .58
2 11 11 p. m.

3/22/67 2.0 2.0 16,730 904 277 138.5 277 .019
3 8 a. m.

3/23/67 7.84 2.73 29,379 111 S3 19.41 52.98 .0036
3 12 p. m.

3/23/67 7.91 2.6 29,379 138 80 30.7 242.8 . 0169
4 8 a. m.

3/24/67 6.45 1.82 29,379 65 7 3.84 24.768 .0017
5 3/25/67 14.18 3.1 29,379 77 19 6.12 86.78 .006
6 3/26/67 7.28 2.43 27,322 270 40 16.4 119.39 .008
7 3/27/67 13.73 2.34 27,322 262 32 13.67 187.68 .013
8 3/28/67 6.76 2.73 27,322 271 41 15.01 101.4 .007



Animal # 7649

Sample CPM
Sub. Standard CPM CPM

Day Description Time Wt. Wt. count uncorrected corrected CPM/g Total CPM % admin.

1 Urine 1 hr 1.2 1.03 29,379 89 31 30.09 36.1 .015

1 Feces 1 hr . 34 .044 19,864 9.4965 94,767 2,369,175 829,211 36.49



Animal # 7644 (N)

Day
Sample

no. Description Time Wt.
Sub.
Wt.

CPM
Standard
count

CPM
uncorrected

CPM
corrected C PM/ g Total CPM 96 admin.

1 9 Feces 1 hr 2.7 1.14 16730.5 3966 3339 2928.9 7908 .24
1 *22 il 1.20 2.40 (No count obtained) 6.29
1 33 5:30 ..95 .93 (Hot)
2 48 8 a. m.

3/22/67 7.51 1.48 27322 7108 6878 4647.2 34898.9 1.09
2 113 11 a. m.

3/22/67 6.02 1.13 16730.5 5791 5164 4569.9 27510.7 .86
3 116 8 a. m.

3/23/67 12.15 .62 16730.5 1006 379 11.29 137.17 .004
3 120 I 12 p. m.

3/23/67 13.14 1.1 16730.5 923 296 269 3534.6 .11
4 124 8 a. m.

3/24/67 5.63 1.55 16730.5 1132 505 325.8 1834.2 .057
5 127 3/25/67 14.79 .78 16730.5 976 349 447.4 6617.0 .207
6 131 3/26/67 29.2 .65 27322 298 68 104.6 3054.3 .095
7 135 3/27/67 17.0 .80 16730.5 938 311 388.7 6607.0 .207
8 139 3/28/67 13.84 .83 27322 258 28 33.73 466.8 .014
1 18 Urine 4 hr 3.89 2. 96 29379 100 42 14.18 55.16 .0017
1 31 8 hr 3.0 2. 7 29379 139 81 30 90 .002
2 77 8 a. m.

3/22/67 14.28 2.58 29379 70 12 4.65 66.4 .002
2 80 11 a. m.

3/22/67 24.1 2.64 29379 107 49 18.56 447.29 .014
3 83 8 a. m.

3/23/67 14.78 2.34 29379 65 7 2.99 44.19 .001
3 87 12 p. m.

3/23/67 19.58 2.65 29379 81 23 8.67 169.75 .005
4 91 8 a. m.

3/24/67 12.0 2.65 29379 15485 15327 5821.5 69852 2.19
5 95 3/25/67 28.25 2.56 29379 68 10 3.9 110.17 .0025
6 99 3/26/67 57.8 2.57 27322 262 32 2.45 141.61 .004
7 103 3/27/67 35.6 2.55 27332 2.59 29 11.57 404.7 .012
8 107 3/28/67 19.32 2.3 27322 255 25 10.06 209.8 .006



Animal # 7644 (N)

Day
Sample
no. Description Time Wt.

Sub.
Wt.

CPM
Standard
count

CPM CPM
uncorrected corrected C PM/ g Total CPM % admin.

1 19 Feces 1:30 2.1 1.82 (No count obtained)
1 35 it 5:30 1.15 1.1 27322 98685 98455 84504 57179.6 3.45
2 109 8 a. m.

3/22/67 2.44 .68 27322 6954 6724 9888 24126 1.45
2 111 11 a. m.

3/22/67 6.95 1.36 16730 1178 551 405 2814.7 .169
3 114 8 a. m.

3/23/67 9.0 1.0 16730 936 309 309 2781 .167
3 118 12 p. m.

3/23/67 18.31 1.77 16730 931 304 117.75 3144.7 .189
4 122 8 a. m.

3/24/67 4.24 1.0 16730 964 337 337 1428.8 .086
5 125 3/25/67 4.85 .98 16730 1036 409 417 2022 .121
6 129 3/26/67 25.0 1.14 16730 938 311 272.8 6820 .41
7 133 3/27/67 6.25 .84 16730 974 347 413.09 2581.8 .155
8 137 3/28/67 3.3 .94 27322 243 13 13.8 45.54 .002
1 14 Urine 11:30 1.98 1.70 29379 232 174 102.35 202.65 .012
1 30 8 hr . 7 .59 29379 99 41 69.49 48.64 . 0028
2 50 8 a. m.

3/22/67 13.5 2.54 29379 76 18 7.08 94.9 .0056
2 75 8 a. m.

3/22/67 13.5 2.76 29379 72 14 5.07 68.44 .004
2 78 11 p. m.

3/22/67 8.93 2.24 29379 68 10 4.46 39.82 .002
3 81 8 a. m.

3/23/67 25.6 2.44 29379 65 7 2.86 73.21 .004
3 85 12 p. m.

3/23/67 11.19 2.7 29379 66 8 2.96 33.12 .001
4 89 8 a.m.

3/24/67 3.44 1.8 29379 62 4 2.22 7.63 0
5 93 3/25/67 11.98 2.52 29379 66 8 3.17 37.97 .002
6 97 3/26/67 22.2 3.5 29379 60 2 .571 12.676 .007
7 101 3/27/67 8.5 2.33 27322 250 20 8.58 72.9 .004
8 105 3/28/67 2.97 1.76 27322 268 38 21.59 64.12 .003



Animal # 7640 (N)

Day
Sample
no. Description Time

Sub.
Wt. Wt.

CPM
Standard
count

CPM
uncorrected

CPM
corrected C PM/ g Total CPM % admin.

1 21 Feces 1:30 1.07 0.94
(Not complete) 19, 864 80, 743 80, 545 85, 686 91, 684 3.42

1 34 5:30 .46 .067 19, 864 91, 147 90, 949 1, 357, 447 624, 425.6 23. 31
2 43 10 p. m. . 25 . 2 27, 322 12, 927 12, 697 63, 485 15, 871 .592
2 47 8 a. m.

3/22/67 2.44 .75 16, 730 5, 942 5, 712 7, 616 18, 583 .69
2 112 11 p. m.

3/22/67 10.6 1.51 16, 730 2, 334 1, 707 1,130.46 11,982.8 .44
3 115 8 a. m.

3/23/67 9.9 1.24 16, 730 1, 225 598 482.2 4, 773.78 .178
3 119 12 p. m.

3/23/67 20.11 1.34 16, 730 1, 974 1, 347 1, 005 20, 210 . 75
4 123 8 a. m.

3/24/67 4.26 1.5 16, 730 3, 029 2, 402 1, 601 6, 820 .254
5 126 3/25/67 23. 34 1.62 16, 730 1, 454 827 510.4 11,912.7 .44
6 130 3/26/67 37.74 1.28 16, 730 1, 044 417 325.78 12, 291 .45
7 134 3/27/67 38.4 1.0 16, 730 1, 289 662 662 25, 420 . 949
8 138 3/28/67 20.18 1.24 27322 305 75 60.48 1, 220.4 .045
1 7 Urine 1 hr 4.88 4.54 29379 117 59 1 2. 99 63.39 .002
1 20 "(Contam) 1:30 3.00 2. 25 16730.5 34, 595 33, 968 15, 096 45, 288 1.69
1 32 8 hr 1.48 1.88 29, 379 260 202 107.4 158.95 .0059
1 44 "(Contam) 10 p. m. 2.1 1.9 29, 379 981 751 395.2 829.9 .03
2 49 8 a. m.

3/22/67 15.48 3.28 29, 379 125 67 20.4 315.79 .011
2 79 12 p. m.

3/22/67 20.79 2.18 29, 379 231 173 79. 35 1, 649.6 .615
2 82 8 a. m.

3/23/67 15.4 1.83 29, 379 117 59 32.240 496.49 .018
3 86 12 p. m.

3/23/67 43.28 2.37 29, 379 131 73 30.8 1, 333.02 .049
4 90 8 a. m.

3/24/67 9.1 2.33 29, 379 94 36 15.45 140.59 .005
5 94 3/25/67 50.1 2.8 29, 379 73 15 5.35 268.03 . 01 0
6 98 3/26/67 67.8 2. 37 29, 379 71 13 5. 48 371.54 .013
7 102 3/27/67 47.88 2.1 27, 322 257 27 12.85 615.2 .022 oo

4=-8 106 3/28/67 31.63 1.98 27, 322 271 41 20.7 65 4. 7 .024



APPENDIX III

IRON BALANCE TRIAL II

Anirrtpl # 7089 (CF)
Wt. 1370 g

85

cpm
uncorrected

cpm
-background

Sample
wt. (g) Hematocrit

cpm/g
sample

Total
cpm
blood*

admin.
dose

Initial
Whole blood 54 5 1.29 49.0 3.9 427.4 0

Plasma 55 6 .74 8.1 452.8 0 Slightly
hemolyzed

RBC 0

1 hr
87 38 1.28 44.0 29.7 3,255.1 .117Whole blood

Plasma 101 52 .92 56.5 3,469.1 .124
RBC .093

4 hr
Whole blood 84 35 1.34 44.0 26.1 2,860.6 .103
Plasma 105 56 .89 62.9 3,862.1 .139
RBC -. 036

8 hr
Whole blood 122 73 1.21 40.0 60.3 6,608.9 .237
Plasma 104 55 .89 61.8 4,066.4 .159
RBC .078

24 hr
198 149 1.10 39.0 135.5 14,850.8 .533Whole blood

Plasma 57 8 .87 9.2 615.5 .022
RBC .511

7 day
Whole blood 586 537 1.68 43.0 319.6 35,028.2 1.26
Plasma 58 9 .55 16.4 1,025.0 .037
RBC 1.223

Background = 49 cpm
Dose weight = 27.09 g
Standard = 27,674 cpm . 2684 g = 2,788,231 cpm (corrected) total dose.

-49
25,625

*Total blood = 1370 g x .08 = 109.6 g whole blood (assumption).

Showed symptoms of Chastek Paralysis -given .2 cc B1 6/2/67.
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Animal # 7652 (N)
Wt. 1070 g

cprn
uncorrected

cpm
-background

Sample
wt. (g) Hematocrit

cpm/g
sample

Total
cpm
blood*

0/0

admin.
dose

Initial
Whole blood 52 2 1.31 55 0 0 0
Plasma 51 2 .62 0 0 0
RBC 0

1 hr
56 6 1.30 50 5 421 .02Whole blood

Plasma 54 5 .67 13 214 .01**
RBC .01

4 hr
74 25 1.20 58 21 1780 .10Whole blood

Plasma 80 31 .55 56 1114 .06**
RBC 6.04

8 hr
Whole blood 89 40 1. 18 48 33 2859 .16
Plasma 101 52 .71 73 231 4 .13
RBC .13

24 hr
65 15 .94 42 16 1 307 .07Whole blood

Plasma 58 9 .94 9 446 .02**
REC .05

7 day
1882 1832 1.44 51 1272 108, 887 6.47Whole blood

Plasma 56 7 .68 10 293 .01**
RBC 6.46

Background = 49 cpm
Dose weight =
Standard 27, 674 cpm .2684 g = 1, 682,807 cpm (corrected) total dose

-49
27, 625

*Total blood = 1070 g x .08 = 85.6 g whole blood (assumption).
**Hemolyzed

Showed symptoms of Chastek Paralysis given .2 cc B1 5/22/67.



Animal # 7644 (N)
Wt. 1100 g

CPM/g**
Total*CPM CPM Sample CPM/g sample- 96 administration

uncorrected -background wt. (g) Hematocrit sample Initial CPM blood dose

Initial
Whole blood 198 149 1.18 55 126 11088 .309
Plasma 52 3 .51 .45 0 0 0
RBC .309

1 hr
Whole blood 447 398 1.32 51 301 175 15 400 .89
Plasma 60 11 .54 20.4 880 .05 hemolyzed
RBC .84

4 hr
Whole blood 426 377 1.24 52 304 178 15664 .90
Plasma 85 35 .48 73 3084 .17 hemolyzed
RBC ./3

8 hr
Whole blood 371 322 1.11 51 290 164 1 4432 .83
Plasma 73 23 .75 31 1337 .07
RBC .76

24 hr
Whole blood 412 363 1.18 52 307 181 15928 .92
Plasma 59 8 .65 15 634 .03 hemolyzed
RBC .89

7 day
Whole blood 119 69 1.52 53 46 3922 .22
Plasma 60 11 .70 15 620 .03 hemolyzed
RBC .19

Background = 49 CPM; Dose administered: 1678 g a CPM wt. standard; Standard 27, 674 .2684 = 1, 727,064 CPM administered
*Total blood = 1100 g x 890 (assumed) = 88 g blood. -49

**This animal used in Trial I and had a residual 59Fe activity which was 27, 625
corrected for.
Chastek's Paralysis Symptoms inj. w/. 2 cc B1 5/16/67.



Animal # 7084 (CF)
Wt. 500 g

CPM
uncorrected

CPM
-background

Sample
wt. (g) Hematocrit

CPM/g
sample

CPM/e'
sample

Total
CPM blood

administered
dose

Initial
Whole blood 241 192 1. 17 28 164.1 0 0 .350
Plasma 48 -1 1.10 0 0 0 0 hemolyzed
RBC

1 hr
Whole blood 291 242 1.27 23 1 90. 6 26.5 1060 .102 Error?
Plasma 144 95 1.04 91. 3 91. 3 2812. 0 .270 hemolyzed
RBC -.168

4 hr
465 416 1.18 23 352.5 188.4 7536.0 .724Whole blood

Plasma 75 26 .98 26. 5 26.5 816. 2 .078 hemolyzed
RBC .646

8 hr
Whole blood 466 417 1. 14 18 365.8 201.7 8068.0 .775
Plasma 65 16 1.21 13.2 13.2 433.0 .042
RBC .733

24 hr
742 693 .99 21 700.0 535.9 21436.0 2.058Whole blood

Plasma 69 20 .95 21. 1 21.1 666. 8 .064 hemolyzed
RBC 1.994

7 day
Whole blood 505 456 1.37 25 332.8 168.7 6748.0 .648
Plasma 52 3 .55 5.5 5.5 1 65. 0 .016 hemolyzed
RBC .632

Background 49 CPM; Dose administered 10.12 g ,,;:b Standard CPM Wt. Stand
27, 674 . 2684 1, 041, 598 CPM administered.

-49
27, 625

*Total blood = 500 g x 8': (assumed) 40 g blood.
'ic',This animal used in Trial I and had a residual 59Fe activity which was corrected for.

This animal died-5/20/67. Chastek Paralysis Symptoms--5/11/67. Inj. w/.2 cc B1 - Strength?



Animal # 7652 (N)

APPENDIX IV

EXCRETION DATA TRIAL II

Day Description
Sample

no. Time
Sample

wt.
Sub

wt. /g
CPM
Stan.

Corr.
CPM CPM/g

Total
CPM % administered

1 Feces w/washing 15 4 hr 115.1 2.13 24973 4870 2286 263162.9 17.27
1 Feces 64 8 hr 2.51 .35 11 6546 18703 46944 3.081
1 11 65 24 hr 6.97 .35 173 494 3445 .226
2 70 36 hr 12.28 1.13 119 105 1293 .084
2 71 48 hr 2.22 .75 638 851 1888 .123
3 74 60 hr 5.58 .48 13 27 151 .009
3 120 72 hr 4.33 .31 H 73 235 1020 .066
4 124 96 hr 4.65 .39 11 33 85 393 .025
5 129 5/14/67 2.53 .20 66 330 835 .054
6 132 5/15/67 6.25 1.0 16 16 100 .006
7 138 5/16/67 5.96 .91 11 13 14 85 .005

1 Urine 16 4 hr 3. 3 3.1 6516 2102 6936 .455
1 11 47 10 hr 4.21 4.21 46689 11090 46689 3.064
1 48 24 hr .5 .5 -
2 82 36 hr 19.9 .83 - - -
2 84 48 hr 9.78 .93 - -
3 87 60 hr 7.43 .90 - -
3 100 72 hr 12.19 1.98 - - -
4 104 96 hr 18.21 2.45 117 48 870 .057
5 H 108 5/14/67 17.51 2.29 - -
6 11 113 5/15/67 17.06 2.11 - - -
7 118 5/16/67 16.94 1.71 -



Animal # 7089 (CF)

Day Description
Sample
no. Time

Sample
wt.

Sub
wt.ig

CPM
Stan.

Corr.
CPM CPM/g

Total
CPM % administered

1 Feces 22 4 hr 6.28 .54 24973 605 1120 7034 .278
1 66 24 hr 1.08 .21 15097 71890 77641 2.78
1 ft 67 10 hr 1.85 .14 18746 133900 247715 8.88
2 68 36 hr 5.43 .70 374 534 2899 .114
2 72 48 hr 17.64 .95 126 132.6 2339 .092
3 77 60 hr 19.1 .68 It 46 67.6 1292 .051.

3 122 72 hr 8.8 .57 It 62 108.7 957 .037
4 123 96 hr 27.62 .40
5 127 5/14/67 21.1 .6 u 12 19 396 .015
6 131 5/15/67 11.36 .86 34 39.5 449 .017
7 135 5/16/67 1.46 .40 32 80 117 .004

1

1

Urine
ft

21

43

4 hr
10 hr

lost
3.81 3.81

24973
ft 44 11.54 44 . 001

1 79 24 hr 12.42 1.06
2 80 36 hr 12.48 . 91

2 85 48 hr 7.99 . 64
3 89 60 hr 12.91 . 98

3 102 72 hr 8.94 1.13
4 106 96 hr 19.18 1.70
5 110 5/1 4/67 27.5 2.21
6 111 5/15/67 19.41 1.64
7 115 5/16/67 11.23 1.66 13 7.8 88 003



Animal # 7084 (CF)

Day Description
Sample

no. Time
Sample

wt.
Sub

wt. /g
CPM
Stan.

Corr.
CPM

Total
CPM/g CPM % administered

1 Feces 20 4 hr 1.19 .39 24973 94068 241200 287038 27.55
1 II 46 10 hr . 38 .38 II 18820 49526 18820 1.995
1 51 24 hr . 24 .24 5578 23241 5578 .591
2 60 36 hr .13 .13 992 7630 992 .105
2 63 48 hr .11 .11 368 3345 368 .039
3 75 60 hr . 44 .32 185 578 254 .026
3 121 72 hr 6.98 .51 76 149 1040 .110
4 126 96 hr 17.0 .52 34 65 1116 .118
5 128 5/14/67 8.63 .80 I. 64 80 690 .073
6 133 5/15/67 21.73 .75 10 13 290 .030
7 136 5/16/67 6.22 .53 42 79 493 .052

1 Urine 19 4 hr 1.41 1.41 59 41.8 59 .006
1 II 45 10 hr 2. 73 2. 73 69 25.27 69 .007
1 II 49 24 hr 1.18 1.18
2 11 61 36 hr .53 .53
2 62 48 hr .42 .42
3 II 86 II 1.10 .91
3 101 72 hr 8.12 1.01
4 Contaminated 103 96 hr 12.2 1.78
5 Urine 107 5/14/67 10.3 1.80
6 II 112 5/15/67 19.63 1.56
7 II 116 5/16/67 37.12 2.18



Animal # 7644 (N)

Day Description
Sample

no. Time
Sample
wt.

Sub
wt. /g

CPM
Stan.

Corr.
CPM CPM/g

Total
CPM % administered

1 Feces 10 1 hr 2.13 .24 24973 4

1 If 18 4 hr 1.94 .05 II 4308 86160 167150 10.69

1 44 8 hr .70 .70 7949 11355 7949 .508
1 50 24 hr 1.0 1.0 1075 1075 107S .068
2 69 36 hr 3.19 .39 ti 16 41 131 .008

2 If 73 48 hr .44 .43 1063 2472 1089 .069

3 ft 76 60 hr 3.21 .42 86 205 657 .042
3 119 72 hr . 34 .34 239 703 239 .015

4 125 96 hr 1.13 .28 86 307 347 .022

5 130 5/14/67 .80 .17 124 729 584 .037

6 134 5/15/67 .23 .11 75 682 157 .410
7 137 5/16/67 1.3 .91 705 775 1007 .064

1 Urine 17 4 hr 2.04 2.04 107 52 107 .006

Contaminated Urine 78 24 hr 5.55 .78
2 Urine 81 36 hr 8. 61 .60
2 83 48 hr 2.9 .85
3 f 88 60 hr 10.1 1.3
3 99 72 hr . 35 .35
4 105 96 hr 8.44 1.66 If

5 109 5/14/67 21.95 1.56
6 114 5/15/67 5.94 2.1
7 117 5/16/67 22.1 1.7



APPENDIX V

IRON BALANCE - TRIAL III

Animal # 7811 (N)
Wt. 800 g

93

CPM
uncorrected

CPM
-background

Sample
wt. (g) Hematocrit

CPM/g
sample

Total*
CPM
blood

%

admin.
dose

1 hr
Whole blood 339 276 1.17 51 236 15096 .72
Plasma 448 38S .73 527 16526? .79
RBC -. 07

4 hr
576 513 1.23 42 417 26688 1.27Whole blood

Plasma 513 450 .76 592 21 975 1.05
RBC .22

8 hr
Whole blood 330 267 1.13 40 236 15104 .72
Plasma 86 23 .63 37 1 420 .068
RBC .65

24 hr
960 897 1.31 40 685 43840 2.10Whole blood

Plasma 151 88 .73 40 120 4608 .22 **

RBC 1.98

7 day
DiedWhole blood

Plasma
RBC.

Autopsy:
Liver 1222 1159 25.68 (sub. 1.2) 966 24802 1.35
Spleen 2028 1 965 3.2 (sub. 1. 1 ) 1786 5716 .31
Marrow

Background = 63 CPM
Dose administered 15.42 g x assay of 135, 254 CPM/g = 2, 085, 616 total CPM
Standard 37,515

-63 = 37, 452

*Total whole blood = 800 g x .08 = 64 g whole blood (assumption).
**Died
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Animal # 8187 (CF)
Wt. 600 g

CPM
uncorrected

CPM
-back

Sample
ound wt Hematocrit

CPM/g
sam le

Total*
CPM
blood

%

admin.
do e

1 hr
Whole blood 1811 1748 1.08 50 1 618 77664 7.82
Plasma 1173 1110 .56 1982 47568 4.79
RBC 3.03

4 hr
Whole blood 1709 1646 1.31 37 1256 60288 6.07
Plasma 170 107 .65 16S 4989 .S0

RBC 5.57

8 hr
Whole blood 1894 1831 1.20 38 1525 73200 7.37
Plasma 100 37 .45 82 2440 .24
RBC 7.13

23 hr
3585 3522 .97 39 3631 174288 17.56Whole blood

Plasma 199 36 .82 44 1288 .13
RBC 17.43

7 day
4388 4325 1.10 31.5 3932 188736 19.01Whole blood

Plasma 72 9 1.5 6 197 .02
RBC 18.99

14 day
5137 4890 1.38 32 3543 170064 19.54Whole blood

Plasma 287? 40 .79 50.7 0 0

RBC 19. 5 4

Background = 63 CPM
Dose administered 12.55 g
Standard # 2 22472 CPM/g

-63 = 22409 = 88609
x 12.55 = 1, 697, 437 total CPM given

*Total weight whole blood = 600 g x .08 = 48 g of whole blood (assumption)

Dose after 14 day
Decay = 870, 092 total CPM
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Animal # 7898 (N) ?
Wt. 590 g

CPM
uncorrected

CPM
-background

Sample
wt. (g) Hematocrit

CPM/g
sample

Total*
CPM
blood

%

admin.
dose

1 hr
Whole blood 701 638 .80 46 798 37642 2.04
Plasma 1027 964 .79 1 220 31085 1.68

RBC .36

4 hr
538 475 1.11 38 428 20201 1.09Whole blood

Plasma 539 476 .78 610 17848 .968

RBC .12

8 hr
404 341 1. 15 38 296 13971 .75Whole blood

Plasma 189 126 .80 157 45 93 .249
RBC .50

25 hr
1019 956 1. 14 39 839 39600 2. 14Whole blood

Plasma 97 34 .76 44 1266 .078

RBC 2.07

7 day
Whole blood 1 432 1369 1.04 41.5 1316 62115 3.360

Plasma 65 2 .62 3 82 .004

RBC 3. 3S6

14 day
Whole blood 1699 1 452 1.26 46 1152 54374 3.36

Plasma 248 0? .38 0 0 0

RBC 3.36

Background = 63 CPM
Dose administered = 13.63 g
Standard 37, 515

-63 = 37, 4S2 x assay 135, 254 CPM/g x 13.63 = 1, 843, 512 total CPM admin.

*Total whole blood x .08 = 47.2 g whole blood (assumption).

Dose after 14 day decay = 1, 617, 976 total CPM
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Animal # 5947 (CF)
Wt. 470 g

CPM
uncorrected

CPM
-background

Sample
wt.. (g) Hematocrit

CPM/g
Sample

Total*
CPM
blood

admin.
dose

1 hr
Whole blood 434 371 1.05 45 353.3 1 3284 .9
Plasma 648 585 .85 688 14228 1. 04

RBC -.14

4 hr
583 520 1.19 44. 437 16431 1.20Whole blood

Plasma 691 628 .76 826 16767 1.22

RBC -.02

8 hr
Whole blood 264 201 1.03 40 195 7332 .53
Plasma 340 277 .81 342 7715 .56
RBC .03

24 hr
DiedWhole blood

Plasma
RBC

Autopsy:
Liver 455 392 32.86 (sub. .44) 891 29278 2.44

Spleen 383 320 2.31 (sub. .85) 376 868 .07
Marrow

Background = 63 CPM
Dose administered = 10.1 g
Standard 37,515

-63 = 37, 452 = 135, 254/g x dose = 1, 366,065

*Total whole blood 470 x .08 = 37.6 g whole blood (assumption).



APPENDIX VI

IRON BALANCE TRIAL III
Animal # 8187 Total CPM Urine + Feces

Sample

Sub. Correction
Day Description Sample Time Wt. Wt. CPM CPM/g Total CPM % admin.

1 Fecal 8 1 hr 65, 813 65, 813 7.56
1 II 26 4 hr . 44 .22 84, 928 165, 856 19.06
1 48 24 hr . 77 .27 28, 333 104, 937 80, 801 9. 28

2 86 48 hr 1.83 .12 1, 149 9, 575 17, 522 2.01
3 88 7/3/67 12.13 .48 213 444 5, 383 .618

4-5 11 90 7/5/67 29.28 .48 352 733 21, 471 2.467
6 92 7/6/67 1 9. 2 .55 185 363 6, 458 .74
7 II 94 7/7/67 23.28 .55 68 124 2, 891 .33
8 96 7/8/67 21.67 .82 202 246 5, 338 .613
9 98 7/9/67 25.62 .56 184 329 8, 418 .967

10 100 7/10/67 1 9. 88 .87 240 276 5, 429 .623

Standard # 2 2 11.2 .2529 19, 647 77, 686 870, 092 44.35

1 Urine 49 24 hr 4.0 424 424 .048
2 " 70 48 hr 6.75 1.2 0 0 0 0

3 72 7/3/67 10.62 1.69 19 11.2 119 .013
4-5 74 7/5/67 27.2 1.88 0 0 0 0

6 76 7/6/67 25. 32 1.29 0 0 0 0

7 78 7/7/67 22.77 1.5 10 6.6 152 .017
8 u 80 7/8/67 1 4. 84 1.62 0 0 0 0

9 82 7/9/67 28.5 1.32 0 0 0 0

10 84 7/10/67 15.88 1.09 0 0 0 0



Animal # 7898

Sample

Sub. Correction
Day Description Sample Time Wt. Wt. CPM CPM/g Total CPM % admin.

1 Feces 21 4 hr 83, 767 83, 767 5.177
1 II 31 4 hr 1.20 .11 58, 329 530, 264 636, 316 39.327
1 46 24 hr 5.71 .28 826 2, 950 16, 845 1.04
2 85 48 hr 1.28 .10 192 1, 920 2, 457 .151
3 87 7/3/67 8.04 .32 61 191 1, 533 .094

4-5 89 7/5/67 17.36 .64 25 39 678 .041
6 91 7/6/67 10.11 .40 9 22.5 227 .014
7 93 7/7/67 12.8 .48 8 16.6 213 .013
8 95 7/8/67 13.98 .65 0 0 0 0
9 97 7/9/67 9.6 .28 0 0 0 0

10 99 7/10/67 19.2 .78 20 26 492 .030

Standard # 1 1 13.63 .2769 32, 870 118, 707 1, 617, 976 46.036

1 Urine 30 4 hr 4. 89 54 54 .003
1 II 47 4 hr 83.5 2.0 43 21.5 1, 795 .11
2 69 48 hr 7.42 .90 0 0 0
3 71 7/3/67 14.36 1.96 81 41 593 .036

4-5 73 7/5/67 35.34 1.58 0 0 0 0
6 75 7/6/67 17.17 2.03 0 0 0 0
7 77 7/7/67 32.8 1.4 0 0 0 0
8 11 79 7/8/67 26.25 1.53 0 0 0 0
9 li 81 7/9/67 24.56 1.31 0 0 0 0

10 11 83 7/10/67 28.82 1.83 0 0 0 0



Animal # 5 947

Day Description Sample Time

Sample

Correction
CPM CPM/g Total CPM % admin.Wt.

Sub.
Wt.

1 Feces 16 2 hr .58 0 0 0. 0 0.

1 ft 29 4 hr 2. 01 . 09 21, 763 241, 811 486, 040 40. 5

1 45 8 hr . 70 .12 17, 242 143, 683 100, 578 8.38

Standard # 1 1 10.1 .2769 32, 870 118, 707 1, 1 98, 941 51.48

1 Urine 15 2 hr 1.82 68 37. 36 68 . 005

1 tt 28 4 hr . 40 46 115 46 .003
1 44 8 hr 1.59 873 549 873 .0728

Note: Excretion samples counted separately from blood.

Animal # 7811

Day Description Sample Time

Sample

Correction
CPM CPM/g Total CPM % admin.

Sub.
Wt. Wt.

1 Feces 4 1 hr .84 1, 100 1, 310 1,100 .06
1 II 14 2 hr Total sample 19, 006 19, 006 1.03
1 II 25 4 hr . 26 72, 863 72, 863 3.1
1 51 24 hr 1.51 .21 86, 717 412, 938 623, 537 34.064

Standard # 1 1S. 42 .2769 32, 870 118, 707 1,.830, 461 52.11

1 Urine 10 2 hr 2.42 32 1 3. 2 32 .001
1 11 SO 24 hr 4.0 53 53 .002


